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ABSTRACT
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educational achievement Across the country and reported its, findings
to.the nation. Individuals were selected for examination so that the
levels of achievement they demonstrated would be represeritative of
the achievement of the entire country. Individuals were selected from .
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in seven assessment areas re described in this volume-=science,-
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disparities in the achievement levels' of various groups within the
nation. The results indicate the degree of that disparity. (RC)
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Foreword.
More than 63,000,000 Americans are direc,tly involved in the

educational process today. I n 1974 more than $110. billion were
\spent by American education institutions, making this elterpri'se

the nation's largest. Since the fist meetings were called in 1963 a

to discuss the nationwide assessment plan that becitne the
National Assessment of Educational Progress (401AEP), the eN-

" pentlitue perk pupil in average_ daily attendance in American
gc9nools has more than doubled, rising from $419 to almdst

$1,000. The federal government's yearly contribution to the
support of education has increased SiXfold from $2,1 billion to
almost $3.3 Ipiion in the 4ame periad. °

,T,hese staggering numbers,suggest how critically important it is
to.gather rtational-level data about educational achievement and

' to monitor changes in that achievement over the years. Since
1969, National AssessMeht has asspmed responkikility Thr that
monitoring,, The information it has gathered 4.13 date offers all
who are interested in education an unprecedented opportunity to
examine achievemeric't in 101earning areas, to spot changes in level
of achievement over the years and to apply the implications of,
those changes to national educational policy.

Although National Assessment wag' designed to be :Iorig.term
project whose major impact would come ohly after it had
reassessed several learning areas,it has already, proven useful to
many different audiences. Its data are integral to )the yearly
reports on the condition of educltiorhmandated by federal law;
36 states have drawn upon the assessment materials or method-

-
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wolbgy fcu- the estheir oblishmentof then assessment 'programs;
assessment data have been useo docament educational In-

,

.equities and secure money.for their remediation; -professional
educators 'have interpreted the results and diAcussed their irn.pli-

%* cations for curriculum, textbook and classroom; and Countless-
distlias, schoOls and individuals have used-National Assessment
objectives as starting points for the creation of personal or vocal

a

. to Ching objectives. This is an impressive beginning for a vital
a .1

program whosemostlfromising years still lie ahead. - ,-

Ralph Tyler; SeniorsConsultant
Science Research iNssocittees, Inc.
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Educatiopal
Achievement

When the .United .States Office of
Education. was founded in 1867, vane
charge set befote ks'commissioner was
to determine the nation's progress in
education. That century-old chSrge is
only recently" beigg answered in a

systematic way by the National
Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP), an...organization. formed for

that special pyrpose. In carrying out the charge, the National
AssessMent, each year since 1969, has gathyred census-like
information about levels of educational achievement across the
country and reported its findings to the nation.

During the first five years
or

its endeavors, the Natrogal
Assessment% interVieWed, tested or examined more than 400,000'
different young Americans. These individuals were selected so
that the levels of athievement they demonstrated Aeould be
representative of the achievement" of the entire country. \ The
individuals were selected from four age levels 9, 13, 17 and 26
through 35 which correspond to four key stages in the educa-
tion of most individuals: the end of primary school, junior high
school, high schocil and a few years past the end of formal school-
ing. The individuals were also classified according to region of
the cotmtry, sex, race,, parental education apd size and type of
community to provide additiopal information about types of
schools and students.

'7



2 Update on Education

NAEP gathered information in such a way that. interested
people. scholars, educators, legislators, teachers, parents and
others can get a better picture of theistate of the nation's
education. Wh this information, it is honed, these people can
make More informed decisions about the future of American
education.

.

Theachievement levels of ypung Americans in seven assess-
ment areas are described in this yolum. These seven learriing

p areas science, social studies, music, literature, reading, writing
and citizenship represent,a "major part of the national commit-
ment to the education of Americani. The restflts of the seven
assessments indicate that there are .serious disparities in the levels)

of achi ement of various groups within the nation. The results,
also dicate the degree of that disparity,. But the results imply
anotherimportant,fact about the groups assessed:, the disparity_

need not necessarily exist. " t

Again and again through the assessments, Americans of every
color,from every region or type of community, of both sexg,
indicated that they have roughly the same attitudes about the
seven learning areas, and again and again , in aspects of those areas

not taught in schools, the achievement levels of all the groups
are about the same. But in those aspects that are primarily
taught or dealt with only in schools, the levels of success varied
coQsiderably.

Genei'ally, those grobps whose typical levels of achievement in

academic matters were relatively low compared to'national levels
were composed.of individuals who were from families with little
formal schooling, wlio were -black, who lived in rural or low-
income city neighborhoods cmcwho lived in the southeastern part
of the country. And generally, those groups of people whose
levels of achievement in academic matters were relatively high
were composed of individuals who were frOm families with a
better edttcational lAckground or who lived in affluent suburbs
of metropolitan areas. But. people from both groups often had
'very similar attitudes about education. For instance, people!
throughout the nation ere in agreement that it is important for
literature to be taughj in every school; and throughout the
nation, most people read some form of literature on their own.
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Yet the actual levels of reading ability varied considerably:,
I

blacks, southerners, individuals fro poorlypoorly 'educated families
and individuals from.irinepcity neighborhoods typically demon-
llived levels of achievement in reading well elow the national
levels; individuals from well-educated familie or from affluent
suburb's typically demonstrated levels above t e lest of the na-
tion. Similar results appeared in science: aspects idt science prob-
ably learped from personal experience, such as the use of fuses in

0 an eleptrical system, are familiar to abouCthe same proportions -

of people in most groups, yet aspects that are learned prlinarky
'. in the clAsroom, such as the nature. of the -solar system, are

much more familiar to individuals from well-educated families Or
to individuals living in ,wealthier neighborhoods. Throughout'
the assessment areas, the people who seem to profit most firorn
their schooling are those in the affluent suburb and those from.
well-educated families that is, hose people with access to the
best schools and those with the most positive attitudes toward
edification in the home.

The fast- that disparity in achievement exists is- not news.. `

Every teacher kndws it; every parent suspects it. Now firm ev-
idence has been collected on a national scale, that confirms it and
measures the extent of the disparity. SUch firm evidence can pro-
Vide the basis for intelligent discussion about the next steps to
take: °whether specific studies are needed uo analyze further the
nature of the disparity in particular insta des, whether new pro-
grams are needed,or old programs nee expanding or whether, . '
indeed, the nation wishes to do ariyt ing about the disparity at
all.

But the results of the seven assessments described in this book
do far more than simply point out that differgnces in educational
achievement exist. That fact is only one of innumerable facts
ore can .find, for the results provide a composite portrait of
American education. That portrait is the primary purpose of this.
volunie. How each person reacts to the portrait, which facts he or
she judges important, which trivial, will be determined by many ,

factors,piot the least of which will be1/4his ocher own commitment
to education in America. Bi4 now, some hundred years After
the Office of Education was formed with the charge to do so, it

4
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4 Update on Education%

.0 , is providing, thr ugh the National Assessment, information
enables people to act and nd react with some9confidence that e r

,

under§tanding of education in America is based not onconj- tore .
but on solid evidence. The remainder of this book is a sur ey of

at elYidence.,The complete. reports and figures orreach I a fling
area are available from the Superintendent of Documen tilted
States Government Printing Office,Vashington, D. C. ;2 itOi'

-F'

Natiortal Results

.
Many people would like to find a sinell number p describes

achievement the way tea
number /

arriv t scores on
mathematics tests, but many factors preclude s ch/ 4 determina- t
tion. ilo single figure could possibly cover 'al he myriad facts <,

1

and facets of such broad learning areas as li rature, scienc 41 or

social studies; and any attempt to generat a figure .would be
meaningless, 1 Another" precluding factor es in disagreement

. among experts about achievement. Any a ,i itrary determination
of what constitutes achievement would si ply create dfssension
rather than create discussion about the a ievement. A third pre-

cluding' factor lies in achieverndnt test g itself. To discover a
iierson'eor group's achievement, tasks ust be developed that are

beyond the capabilities of the perso or group. Then, measure-

-Th. mentspn be made of the degreCto which the person or group
accomplishes each task, Since the tA ks themselves are. of varying /

difficulty, combining any results b and the most closely related

. would be of limited usefulness. Many tasks the National Assess-
ment uses are this type; therefore, while achievement on a task is
meaningful, combining results,-cannot be done except in very
generarterms. The discussion that follows takes these' factors
into account:

Science
In science, a large disparity exists in levels of achievement be-

tween males and females. At every age and in almost every area
of science the achieyement of males was higher than that of fe-
majes. Only in knowledge of health and human reproduction was
the achievement of females higher than that of males.
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Disparities also were found between knowledge of scientific
matters taught in school and knowledge learned through persoiial,
experience. Young aclilts, for iristance, typically performed less
well than 17-year-oldi:on science tasks, and in a fe"w cases, less
weld than 13 -year -olds. :They were especially low in aspects of
science dealt- with primari in the classroom. However, adults
frequently performed bette than 17-year-olds in those aspects of
science. people pick up in ii y living. A similar disparity,. between
experience in schbols"and personal experience of science' appear-
ed amo g people living in the Southeast; in rural communities
and in I w-income city communities. t,

Social atydies
Peol3le living in low-income Gity neighborhoods, people, from

15oorly educated families and people living in tht Southeast were
less willing than Americans generally to defend or support free-

'
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6 Update on Education

dom of the press, freedom of religion, freedom of assembly. In-
dividuals In these di,sadvantagpd groupsseemed poorly informed
about the political and electoral proesses generally. In contrast,
people from welt-educated families, from affluent suburbs and
from the Northeast seemed better informed and more willing
than Americans generally to defend orsupport First Amendment
rights.

For the most part, young Americans possess the skills nec-
" essary to pbtain and interpret information. But whether or not

they do obtain and interpret information is questionable' the lev-
el of knowledge about specificsubjess within the stitial studie
spectrum seemed somewhat low, and much lower than the de
onstration of skills would imply. For instance, at age 9, onl a

quarter of the students knew that Columbus sailed west t
cover America; less than half of the 13-year-olds could swer
questions about the American Revolution; about half of he 17-
year -olds knew the basis of the Supreme Court decision forbid-

ding prayer in school.

Citizenship
The variety of ways young America4 approac their citizen-

/ ship'is reflected by the variety of responses to he citizenship
assessment. Generally speaking, people living more affluent
neighborhoods, people from better educated fa flies and people
living in the Northeast tended to be more inter sted or concerned
with state and federal government and intern Tonal affairs, while
people living in ,poorer neighborhoods, peopl from families with'
little formal education and pepple living in he Southeast tended

to be more interested or concerned wit family matters anc .
local government,

But however aried their responses to other areas of citizen-
ship, the majori
problem of Am
of ail .young A
restaurants, sh re the same1

to members o other races
alike, except in one area.
generally to let members

of Americans were in agreement about a ,,yaajor
rican life: racial intolerance. The vast majority
ericans expressed willingness to eat'in the same

otels and hotels and live next door
This was true of Whites and blacks

lacks were not as willing as Ameficans
f other races represent them in public
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office. Even at age 13, blacks indicated. reluctance to be repre-.
sented politically by mem e of other races.

In general, the de of citizenship shown by assessment
Measurements seemed, high. High proportions of young Amer,
icans expressed concern for the well-being of others, recognized
the Value of just law, cooperated effectively in small groups, ap-
proached civic decision's rationally, took responsibility for their
own development, respected family life. In specific areas, how-
ever, there was some falling off in achievement levels. For in-
stance, a majority, of young Americans supported the idea of
freedom of speech for all individuals until the views of the
individual seemed' threatening; then the majority of Americans
were willing to abridge the freedoms involved.

Writing , .

The general level pf writing skills shown nationally was not
yAry, high. At age 9, few individuals had mastered the basics of

-'written English; by age 17, about half the individuals had some
mastery of basics, but they rarely attempted anything beyond the
simOlest cconstructions or used anythingbeyond a rather limited
vocabulary. At no age did many individuals show much ofa flair
for writing.

n addition, the achievement levels varied depending on the.
tas In social situations, many people managed adequately until

o th y were faced with a ,call for specific info'rmation. ror in-
stance, at age 9, most individuals wrote an adequate thank you
note, but fewer than half managed 'to include all the information
necessary when writing arc invitation toa class play. About half
the 17-year-olds included all necessary information about an auto..
accident; among adults, two out of every five included all the
necessary information. Americans seemed to have difficulty
writing hi business situations of even the simPlestnature. Only at' I
age'17 did even slightly more than half manage to fill in correctly
a simple information f6rm asking for name, address, birth date
and current date.

Despite their general difficulty with writing, most Americans
write various things on their own, from letters to poetry, indi-
cating that they value the skills involved: The fact that they

ex
20
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write regardless of their abilities-is perhaps reflected in the fact
that, in gettral, each age seemed to write better than the age

6 before it; mare people had mastered the basics of written English,
and vocabulary seemed to improve as well.

Reading
1

The vast majority Of young Americans can read fairly simple
material, but many cannot: many. young Americans are handi-
capped by deficient reading skills. They cannot follow simple

ydirections, and they find" it difficult to draw inferences or con-
°clusions based on whal,they do understand when they read. The
groups with the Itrgest proportions of boor readers were blacks,
people from the Southeast, people living in poorer city neighbor-
hoods and people from families with little formal education.

Frequently the reading deficiencies were large: among blacks,
often thAtypical reading levels were not as.high as those of
whites four years yourtger:

The evidence indicates that the 'major 'Art of the-deficiency
develops before age 9; after that age, the differences between the'
skills of the disadvantaged groups and the national levels either
remain about the same or grow slightly smaller through the
school years? Among adults living in the Southeast and black
adults, however, the reading disadvantage is worse than it is

among-schOol-ags individuals in the same groups.

Literature
Whatever their abilities, young 4mericans are remarkably avid,

readers and they attach great importance to the study of litera-
ture. At age 13, 98% of the individuils reported that theyread
on their own that is, apart from any school assignment at

least one type of literature. Nineteen out of every 20 17-year-
olds and 9 out of 10 adults made the same report. The most pop-
ular type of literature was the novel, v,,ith biography. and auto-
biography a close second.

The question. arises that if people have difficulty reading; what
do they get out of the literature that they read? It appears that
young Americans have the greatest difficulty in making infer-
ences from their reading. When discussing how they felt about a

ro
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work, molt individuals either retold the story itself or attempted
to tell what the work Aeant to them. However, the majority of
people.did seem to understand metaphor, and they could follow
rhythm and logic in poetry in an elementary fashion.

Music
- Almost every young American is involved in music, especially

popular American music: most listen to rock music or to
country and western, although 1 young adultout of 10 prefers
art music such as symphonit, operatic or chamber. But Ameri-
cans do more than simply "listen: 8 out of every 10 enjoy sing-
ing, and among adult, almost half sing fairly well according to
the judges who scored music assessment singing tasks. In addi-
ti,on, more than three quarters of the individuals at each age
either say they-play a musical instmment or that they would like
to learn to play.

As might be expected from their listening habits, young
Americans know quite a lot about American music: the Nast

:majority recognized American "classics"- like "When the Saints
?Go Marching In." At age.17, a third or more could identify

types of jazz such as C icago school or modern by their sound;
two thirds identified b ogie-woogie.

ps)

And in terms of,, listening and singing, Americans showed
about equal abilities regardless of their achievement in other,
aca:pemic- areas. For instance,, southerners, usually a dis-

advantaged group academically, listen to more music, enjoy more
kinds of music and sing, more music than people in other regions.
Blacks are another group that usually show achievement below
national levels; in music, proportionally mor-e--blacks than other
Americans listen to music, attend musical programs and partici-
pate in music activities.

Group Results

The portrait of _education in America is obviously in-complete
until the contributions of various key groups are understood.
The United States is such a laitge land and its peoples so diverse

. that the number of elements that could be. added to any pictule

24i2
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of the country is undoubtedly entlless. The National. Assessment
included fiye major 'elements that have been found especially
connected to the educational achievement of individuals; that is,
these classifications of people generally show large differences in
edutationa,1 achievement. The educational attainment (:)f. the .
parents of individuals is thought to be an indication of hoine and
family environment. The size and type of community that an
individual lives in is generally considered to be an indication of
social status and economic condition of the home. Regions of
the ,country have traditionally differed in cultural outlook and
emphasis on certain kinds of edLisatiort. Race and sex have.for
years been connected to differing achievements in school. Some
of these groups typically hav levels of achievement abcwe the

levels, some typically perform below the national levels
a d many typically perform at about the national level; all form
part of the overall pattern that makes up the national picture. In
the descriptions that follow, the contributions of each are
examined.,

Parental Education
The educational. background of the home was determined by

the parent, male or female, who had attended the highest grade in

school. Four levels were psed: no high school, in which neither
parent of the individual assessed had attended high school; some
high school, in 'vethich at least one parent had attended ,high
school but neither had graduated; graduated high school, in
which at least one parent had graduated had no further
training of any kind; and post high' school, in which at least one
parent had acquired some kind of training after graduating from
high school. That training could have been college; trade
school or in any other kind of fOrmal situation.

Throughout the assessments, a definite pattern of achiever9ent
was connected to the educational level of the parents. Genet-idly,-
individuals whose parents ,had little formal education had levels
of achievement well, below those of the, rest -of the nation,
while individuals who came, from well-educated families per-
formed well ab ve national levels. The following graph shows
the typical 'achie ement of each group at age 17 compared to the

23 .4,
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national levels in the seven assessment areas. The groups at each
of the other ages established similar patterns of achievement.

The typical levels of achievement were determined by examin-
ing all the tasks performed by each group, but often the perform-
ance levels on particular tasks were unusually low or unusually
high compared to the typical level for that group. For instance,
in science, the group of people whose parents had not attended
high school seemed to have unusual difficulty with' wo types of
tasks. The first type required scientific knowledge, such as.the
fact that.testes pAaluce sperm, and the recognition of relatively
unfamiliar words such as ovules and photosynthesis. The second
type of task that wad difficult for individualsctin this group,-
involved interpreting graphs and illustrations. In general, people
at each age in this group had unusual difficulty with fundamental
facts of science, they seemed laCking in the skills necessary:to
deal with science and they did not seem to understand well the
investigative nature' of the field.
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At the same time, people whO had at least one parent trained
beyond high sciltool did better than even .their usual high levels

. 7
in the same areas ,that gave the former group the rTiOSt trouble.
For instance, the group that came from better-educated families
did especially well on reading charts and graphs,' testing hypoi
theses and on tasks that required aji understanding of the
scientific method or , a knowledge of particular facts and
principles., , .

ot .
People whose- parents had not attended high school also read

\ r* far less well than people of the same age whose parents had more
education. For instance, half the 13-year-olds whose parents had
no high school -edikation selected the mai,n idea frorna ssage

about farming and the environment; of 13-Narolds who at''
least one parent trained beyond high schobl, 17 out of 20 picked
the main idea. Corning from a home with little formal education °

'.seemed less of a reading handicap for young adults than for'
school-age children, however; the reading abilities of young
adults in this group wereocloser to the rational levels than were
the abilities of younger individuals. . . .

The educatidi, of parents of the individuals assessed "also
seemed connected to performance levels in some areas of citizen-
ship, but not in others. More Americans who had at least one.
parent educated past, high school showed concern for the well-
being of others, supported rights and freechoms, participated in
effective civic action and engaged in the other activities or
attitudes that the assessment took to be measures of citizenship.'
11 this group also, moreindividuals belonged to organizations
dedicated to ending discrimination. These young Americans also
knew of ways to influence public opinion° and public officials and
attempted to do so more than other Americans. .

At the same time, young Americans from poorly educated
families were relatively uninformed of ways to be influential and

- did not take actions that might influence their government.
These Americans seemed more insular: proportionally fewer
rople in this group possessedoinformation about international
relalions, but proportionally more\ in this group than Arhericans
generally expressed concern for fa i ly matters arkl local govern-,
ment. Also, people from educ r,$`1, My disadvantaged families.

25 ;')S.
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were at about the pat Anal levels in taking responsibility for their.
_ .

personal development, with helping and respecting the family.and
in showing concern for the well -being of others. ^

In fact, people at age 17 and adult whose parents not
attended high school were more tolerant of other rates: than
'those whose parents had s me high school education but ha
.graduated. However, 3-year-olds whose. parents tia riot

s attended high school were considerably less tolerant tha others,
of their age,

,

ARegion J
For .the purposes of assessing educational achievernent,:the

United States wits di;ided into four geographical regions= the
Northeast, Southea st, Central and West as shown on' the
following map.

ti

Northeast

Central
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Throughout most of the assessment areas, a' definite pattern
of achievement emerged: Generally SPeaking, people in the
Northeast had levels of achievement above the national levels.
This educational advantage typically was largest. at age 9 and
smaller at each succeeding age. Adults in the Northeast were
generally 'chase to the national levels in achievement. People in
the Southeast, in-contrast, typically had, at every age, levels of

14,
achievement, below the national levels. In the West, 9-year-olds
were often below national levels, but by adulthood, the typical
achievement in the West was higher than the ,national levels.
People who lived in the Central region generally performed very
ciose to the national levels .aeevery,'ag-e. The following graph
illustrates thetypical levels of achievement at age 17 compared io
the nationalaievels for the seven assessment areas.
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In science, the typical performance levels of people living in
the Southeast were below the levels of people elsewhere, but
there were wide variations in some areas of science. On tasks
requiring scientific skills or knowlfage generally. taught in the
classroom, the performance of people in the Southeast. was sub
stantially lower than the national levels. On some tasks that
might be completed on the basis of out-of-school experience
however, people in the Southeast. performed as well as or better
than the rest of the country. Thesetasks involved such things as
coal from'a neighboring mountain, transformers, automobiles,
fbod, rainbows and the weather.

Southerners were also below the nation in their performance
on citizenship tasks, especially at the elder ages. They were "1

below the rest of the nation -in racial tolerance, but a majority..
of southerners, like Americans generally, were willing to aksociate
with people of other races in a number °filth. ris...°S;6tfierners
seemed to know less or were less interest- in Cts around

.the world and in ways to seek, pea,ce, and they did not feel as
involved in state and federal government as most Am ricans did.
`At the same time, southerners were more aware of loca problems
and issues than adults in either the Northeast pr West; arVpore
southerners felt they could influence local governmethan
Americans did elsewhere.

At the three older age levels, people throughout the nation
had about the same level of writing skills= with the exception of
people in the Southeast. The attitudes sand writing habits of
southerners appeared to be very much like those of Americans
elsewhere, butitwerall writing abilities for southerners were well
below national levels. In the Northeast, the general trend of
performance was hi but the attitudes were lower: fewer
people in the rtheast said they wrote outside of school than
might be expected from the level of writing skills they dynon-

,
strated.

People at all four age levels inthe Sootheast also performed
significabtly below their counterparts in the, other three regions
in every .reading skill assessed, 'from following simple directions
to reading critically. Young adults in the Southeast, oreover,
fared event less well in relation to the nation than ay y of the
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school -age groups. Those adults had particular' difficulty with
understanding words and word relationships and in drawing infer-
ences

Throughout the seven assessment -areas, people in the Sduth-
east region performed significantly below the national levels in
acadernicopsks. Paradoxically, adults the Southeast led the
nation in attention given to the education of their children.

Sex
Females generally demonstratethlevels of achievement above

males in- every assessment except science and citizenship; but
except for science, differences between the sexes typically were
not very great. Girls we especially better than boys at the
school ages. -However, among adults, men had slightly higher
levels of achievement. The change in achievement was not due to
much improvement on the part of the men, hpwever; ustlally the

1
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achievement levels of women fell so that often they were not
only lower than those of men butiower than &those of,high school
girls as well, The preceding graph illustrates the typical achieve-
ment at age 17 of both sexes in the seven assessment areas.

Generally speaking, males did better than females whenever
performance was a question f lo_____<nowledge of specific facts or

details, while females performed better in skills and attitudes. In
science, however, males demonstrated considerably higher per-
formance levels at every age and in, every aspect except in know-
ledge of health and human reproduction. At the elementary
school level the difference in achievement between boys and girls
was not great, but by the adult level the typical difference was
large. Males did their best work in the physical sciences, their
worst in biological sciences although their achievement was still
above that of females.

.Males alsp performed slightly better than females overall on
citizenship matters, but the difference typically .was not very
great. More men than women knew about the main structure and
functions of government, and more men seemed to know specific
facts about government than women did; broad principles of
democracy were understood abopt as well by both and
females. For instance, the name of a minor political party was
given by about three out of five men and two out of five women,
but four out of five of both men and women gave a reason why
the president did not have the right to do anything Ile wanted.

The unusually similar performances of males and females in
'writing create something of a paradox. Girls and women out-
performed boys and men in every category that might provide
clues to generv'al writing abilities. They said they wrote more than
males did, they were better at completing many business writing
tasks and they seemed to value writing skills more highly than
wales did. Despite these apparent advantages, when it came to
writing itself; the actual' skills they demonstrated did not differ
from those of pales. These skiis were demonstrated in a number
of essays written on such subjects as a forest fire, an admired
person, proliferating superhighways. Only at age 17' did girls
show any greater command of written language than boys, and
this vas offset by the better performance of males at other ages.
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The overall reading abilities of school-age boys were clearly
below .those of girls, but exceptiort to the general pattern
appeared in, several areas. Nine-year-old boys demonstrated
about the slime skills as girls in the areas of vocabulary and
graphic materials, and males in general had better recall of
specific details.

° Color
Vivo races were analyzed by the National Assessment: white

and black...The typical performance of each is illustrated in'the
graph follolking.

.The typical, levels of achievement by blacks at every age and
in every area were lower than those of whites, but there were
many exceptions to the general pattern. For instance, the atti-
tudes and curiosity of school-age blacks about science were
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roughly, typical of Americans generally, but their mastery of
scientific skills and knOwledge was well below national levels.
'Blacks performed best on those basks in science most dependent
on daily experience and Out-of-school knowledge, poorest on
tasks that required a detached research attitude toward events.
Attitudes of blatks about race were about the same as those 4af
Americans generally, except for political representation; smaller
propoitions of blacks were willing to be represented politically
by a person of another race. e_

. Blacks generally knew more than whites about the contribu-
tions of blacks to the culture and history of America, and a larg-
er proportion of black adults felt they should act to stop dis-
crimination in a public park. larger proportion of black parents
could name their child's favorite subject in school. Blacks were
also more involved in music than their white counterparts:
blacks listened to music more often than whites, attended music
programs much more often and larger proportions of blacks par-
ticipatpd in musical activities.

But beyond these exceptions, the evidence is clear and over-
wheiming: in terms of typical educational achievement, blacks
are a disadvantaged group. Despite the similarity of attitudes and
habits in out-of4dhool activities, blacks as a .groUp are not ac-
quiring in th iiiiiiiiiii as much as other young Americans.

Ni
Size and Type of Community

For the purposes of assessing educational achievement, com-
munities were separated into seven types. These were extreme
inner city, extreme rural, small city, medium city, rest of big city,
suburban fringe and extreme affluent suburb. Only three com-
munities, however, consistently had levels of achievement that
were different from the national levels. These were the inner
city, rural and affluent suburb. The individuals in.the inner city
community attended schools in cities with populations greater
than 150,000; the schools serve areas with a high proportion of
residents on welfare or not regularly employed that is, individ-
uals in this group lived in poorer urban neighborhoods. Individ-
uals in the rural community attended schools in towns having
populations of less than 3,500; most residents in the area are
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a

farmers or farm workers. People in the affluent suburb attended
schools in residential areas served by cities with populations
gteater than 150,000; most of the residents are professional or
managerial- personnel. \

Typically, individuals in the inner city communities had levels
of achievement well ',below the national levels; individuals, living
in .[ural communities had achievement levels below the nation's,
but not as low as those in the inner city; and individuals in the
affluent suburb had ievels of achievement typically well above
the national levels. The following graph illustytes the typical
differences from the national levels of thelfiree community
.groups at age 17. Achievement levels at the other ages were
similar.

Peoplelivini in inner city communities had considerably lower
levels of achievement in science than people from any other type
of community. The .next lowest achievement was recorded by
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people living in rural communities. The highest levels were,
achieved 'by people from 'affluent .suburbs, with the widest
difference between groups at age 9 and adult, least at age 17,
in fact, the difference in performance between all community.
groups was smallest at age' 17 the age when most people have
been recently exposed to science in the classroom. Even here,

however, the difference between the typical achievement of
people from the affluent suburb and those from the inner city
was great.

Generally, 9-year-olds in the inner city did rather pdorly on
tasks that concerned the simple, everyday experiences of, most
children experiences, however, that are less likely to be en-
countered by 9 -year -olds in poor city neighborhoods. In con- 1
trast, people, in rural communities did particularly 'well when ,
asked about such things as the importance of green plants,, the
effects of heating water in containers of varying shapes and the
behavior 01. wooden blocks in water knowledge that is likely
to be learned from general experience in rural communities.
Across all ages, people in the affluent suburb handled ab'stract
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facts and principles of science well. The people in this com-
munity group tended to do best on exercises that depend on
science knOwledge learned inlhe classroom.

School-age ypun people from the inner city read at levels far
below those of other communities, with the greatest difficulty
being experienced by those at age 9. In contrast, people from the
affluent subUrbs were superior to people from all other com-
munities in their overall reading performances.

People in the inner city group bad considerably more dif-
ficulty with every area of social studies than did people in other
types of ommunities, while people in the affluent suburb
showed somewhat greater achievement than Americans generally.
People in the inner city showed a particularly large disadvantage,
in skills at age 9; the disadvantage was less after more years of
schooling until adulthood, \awn whatever skills acquired during
the school years seemed to be lost. At age 9, inner city children
were 'particularly uninformed about information sources to which
the poor generally do not have access (books, dictionaries,
encyclopedias, maps, glObes), but they ere somewhat better
informed 'about nonacademi sources o information (radio,
television, newspapers). ,

At age 1 and adult, people ih the inner city group were
especially uninformed about the political and electoral process.
They had difficulty in filling out a simple ballot and were not
well informed about how,presidential candidates are Aominated
or how to find information about a political candidate in order
to make an evaluation of him. People in the inner city were also
less inclined than people generally to defend First Amendment

Usually, people in communities that 'typically' performed at
levels below the nation did best in areas calling upon common
knowledge and experience and on exercises that focused on per-
sonal development and family concern. HoWever, the pattern
was sometimes broken.
1. Proportionally more adults in the affluent suburb and inner

city reported belonging to, organizations opposing unequal
opRortunities than did adults,,in'the other community groups.d
Nationally, 1 out of 10 adults belong to such groups; inthe
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affluent suburb, 3out of 3,0 belong; in the inner city, 2 out
of 10.

2. As many adults in the innercity A in the affluent suburb said
they 'have spokeitout in .a public meeting to defend someone
or some idea. '

3. Proportionally more 13-year-olds in the inner city than any-
where elseisaid they had talked about plaris for education or

( jobs with a teacher or cdunselor.
4. Among 9-year-olds who have a librarY in their community,

more in the rural areas than in the affluent suburb or inner
city said they had visited it in the past week.

5. Smaller proportions of adults in the inner city would act to
help stop discrimination in a public park.

Summary
T,

These descriptions, of course, can only deal with the nation's
achievement inh.education in the most general terms. Later
chapters treat each assessment area in more "detail. Indiyiduals
wishing more information than provided in this volume are urged
to write to the National Assessment of Educational Progress,
Suite 700, 1860 Lincoln Street Denver, Colorado 80203, for a
List.of all assessment publications, or to the Superintendent-of
Documents, United States Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20402, for documents concerning specific assessments.

.
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The National
Assessment

The National Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress (NAEP) was developed
in the 1960s to perform a task never
before 'attempted: measuring what a
nation's citizens had learned in its
schools. Through a series of confer-
ences, a four-part program was devised
to make the attempt. First; it was
necessary to determine what, Amer-

ica's educational system was trying to achieve; then, ways of
measuring that achievement had .to be devised; the individuals
had to be assessed; and finally, the information gathered had to

. be analyzed and disseminated. Literally hundreds of scholars,
learning-area specialists, administrators, measurement experts,
businessmen and laymen front all sections of the country co-
operated to form a program that truly represented the nation. In
addition, 80,000 to 100,000 individuals across the nation co-
operated in answering questions in each assessment area.

The results for the first assessment areas are now being
reported. The reports may hOld ideas for local and state assess-
ment projects, curriculum design, instructional materials develop--
ment, teacher education and finally, of course,.the information
should provide ideas, that may well help improve the quality of
education in America.

37
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History

When the annual spending of public money for the educatibn
of young Americans began exceeding $30 billion in the early
1960s, taxpayers, educators, statd legislators and the United
States Congress began questioning the effectiveness of the ih-
creased f,unding. They kneiy how much money was being spent
on buildings, on teachers' salaries, on supplies, on curriculum
planning, but they found that there was no available information
about what-or how much students were learning and no -way that
comparisons cguld be made of the effecNene;s of the spending

,from one year to the neXt. The only readily available indicators
of the quality of education were such measures as student-
teacher ratios and per - student expenditures that is, there were
measure§ of what went into education but little about what
people actually learned. The typical standardized tests did col
do what was needed; they provided scores that compared one
student with other students but did not provide figures for
national educational quality.

In an attempt to find ways to supply such information, the
United States commissioner of education initiated a series of
conferences to, explore ways to help measure the quality of
education. In 1964, the Carnegie Corporation of New York
granted funds and appointed a group of concerned persons to
examine the possibility of cOnduCting an assessment of educa-
tional achievement on a national basis. The group, named the
Explorato y Committee on Assessing the Progress of Education
(ECAPE), met at length with teachers, administratorc, school
board-.me hers and other laymen interested in education tcrget
advice on ways in which such a project could be constructively
helpful to schwls And to educational decisionmakers. These

people all emphasized the need to assess the progress of children
and youth in several fields of instruction and not limit the
assessment to the three Rs alone.

ECAPE decided that such an assessment was possible and that
it would help provide information about the quality of education
in America. '"The committee suggested conducting a periodic
assessment of the knowledges, understandings, skills and attitudes
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at four age levels in 10 learning areas: art, career ancl'oftpa-
tional development, citizenship, literature, mathematics, music,
reading, science, s9ciaJ studies and writing. The group organized
to undertake this project, the Committee on Asgesing the-Pro-'
gress of Education (CAPE), started under the auspices of the
Carnegie Corporation and in the spring of 1969 began assessing
the achievement of young Americans in science, citizenship and
writing. Later that year the assessment was adopted as a project
by the Education Commission of the States (ECS). Funding and
monitoring were transferred to the United,States Office of
Educations; and the prqject was renamed the National Assessment
of Educational Prog/ess.

Goals

The primary purpose of the National Assessment is to provide
information so that educational decisionmakers can identify
educational problem areas, establish educational prioritiqs and
determine national progress in education. It is hoped thie with
thii infortnatiory and with information from other .sources,
conclusions can be drawn about the quality of education in the
United States.

To aid in the process of gathering this informati , the
National Assessment established a number of. goal to h 1p give
direction to the project% The goals suggest that NAEP should:
1. make available on a continuing basis comprehensive infor-

mation on the educational achievement of young Americans;
.measure change in the educational achievement of young

Americans;
3. conduct special interest "probes" into seleCted areas 4

educational achievement;
4. provide data, analyses of the data and reports for a variety of

audiences; ."
S. encourage and aid studies of Natioqal Assessment information

to generate implications useful for elducational decisionmakers
and practitioners;

6. aid in the use of National Assessment technology at state and
local levels where appropriate;

7t,
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7. continue to develop the technoldgieS necessary for gathering
and analyzing National Assessment informatil6n; and

8. continue studies to imp ?ove National Assessment-ratnods.

Methods.
+;>

Because the purpose of NAEP is to provide helpful informa-
tion about education for laymen aswell as professional educa-
tors, procedures were followed in constructing the assessment
thaeare not commonly employed in other test programs. The
procedures are perhaps most evident in the educational objectives
that directed the assessment in each learning area. Objectives are
goals for the education of young .Americans. The National
Assessment compiled tl-le objectives by working with- teachers,
scholars, educators and laytnen from 'all' over the cotintry to
discover educational goals that were generally acceptable through-
out the nation. First, the objectives had 'to be considered
important by scholars within a given learning area. Scientists,
for example, should' generally agree that the science objectives
are" worthwhile as guidei for training. iri science. Acond, the
objectives should be acceptable to most educators and be con-
sidered desirable teaching goals in most schOols. And the
objectives had to be considered desirable by 'thoughtful lay
citizerS. Parents and others interested in education should adee
.that an objective is important for youth of the country to know

o and that it has value in modern life. eln this way, it was hoped,
truly national goals in education could be assessed.

The objectives served as guides to the development of assess-
ment tasks. _ For example, one citizenship objective for 17-year-
olds is that the individual Vii(l recognize instances of the proper
exercise of constitutional rights. This obiective, might be pre-
sented in an assessment task as an account of press censorship
or police interference with a peaceful public protest. Ideally,
the individual completing the task would. correctly recognize
these examples as denials of,constitutional rights.. However, the
exercises were not intended to describe standards which all
children are achieving; they were presented simply as a means to
estimate the proportion of individuals who generally have partic-

.o
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ular kinds of knowledge or who act in particular ways. Thus, in
the music assessment there were exercises to determine What pro-
portion of the population can follow the score While listening
to a rendition -of a piece of music. After the assessment scholars,
educators'and interested laymen an examine the data and decide
if the 'proportion of people who aid follow that score is accept-
able for the nation, or if more effort should bt placed in the
schools toward teaching score reading. $

To measure the ration's educational achievement; therefore,
the National Assessment presents a specific'task to a group of
people and, from the resultstestimates the percentage of people
across, the nation who can answer a question or perf9rm a task.
Each question or task reflects a previously , defined educational
goal or objective. The tasks are administered to scientifically
selected samples that take into account community and socio-
economic status and include people from all 50 states. The sam-
ples were selecteiii so that sound inferences, could be made about
the national population acrd about the.groups that the individuals
represent. For this reason, NAEP did nbt develop or use scores.

---for individual respondents; the respondents remain anonymous.
1.1
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While multiple-choice questions predominated in each asse-
ment, many other kinds of tasks were ulfcl that might better
measure a particular objective. For instance, there were tasks

,o, throughout the assessments that useq pictures, tapes, films and
practical, everyday items. 'Individual interviews, the manipu-
lation of apparatus to solve a problem and observations of
individuals''problem-solving techniques were all used to better
assess achievement. In the music- assessment., for example,

. incl(viduals were asked to sing a song or perform on an instru-
ment; in the science assessment, individuals-were .asked'to con-
duct a brief experiment; in 'social studies, individuals were asked
to interpret an election. ballot. Since the groups involved in
developing objectives felt that attitudes about learning areas were
as important as educational achievement, attitude survey ques-
tions were also included in each assessment.

Assessment tasks or exercises were administered either to
individuals or to groups of 12 or less by trained personnel.
Some exercises were adMinistered individually so the respondents
could have the opportunity to express themselves orally to gather
information about individu4ls who have difficulty in writing.
In group administration, all instructions and the exercises them-
selves were presented to the respondents on tape recordings to
assure complete and uniform presentation of instruction. This
method also gave people with a reading poblem a chance to hear
the exercise as they were reading it. .

A single cycle of a learning area assessment, from development
of objectives to reporting, required about six mars. Development
took about three and a half years; about one 'and a half years
were spent preparing ,for and collecting the data; one year was
required for the Oeliminary analysis and basic reporting. To
date, seven areas, those c vered in this volume, have been
assessed and the results rep rted. Others are in the process of.
completion_, yetilTe"Sbike of the first areas are being assessed for
the second time. With the information from the second assess-
ments, the nation. will begin to find if changes in educational
achievement have taken place and can then decide if these
changes are, indeed, progress.

e>
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Seience
Science is the only area of all learning
areas assessed in which males almost
consistently performed much better
than females. At every age: and in al-
most every aspect the levels of achieve- "
merit of males were higher than those
of females except 4n knowledge of
health and human reproduction. At
the "adult level iparticulartY, women

knew more than mem about human reproduction, including facts
about male reproductive systems. Otherwise, the science assess-

ment provides further evidence, if suctNere needed, that science
is a male-dominated field even at the elenientary school level. At
that level; the difference Between the performance of boys and
girlwas not great, but it provides a portent of things to.come:
by ti-te adult level, men typically were some 15 percentage points
beyond women.

The attitudes and curiosity of school-age blacks about science
were roughly typical of Americans generally, but their mastery
of scientific skills and knowledge was well below national, levels.
Other Americans pick up these skills and information in the class-
room, but blacks are not learning them to the same extent. This
difference in performance.is reflected by a change in attitude as
well: by,,the time blacks (reach the adult level., their attitudes
about science are less favorable than the attitudes of Americans
generally.'
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Adults in general performed less well than 17-year-olds in
those aspects usually dealt with in school, but they performed
better in those aspects that people pick up in daily living. This
disparity between knowledge learned in school and knowledge
picked up in the street, so to speak, turned up in many groups.

People in the Southeast, for instance, did poorly in what might
be called book learning but frequently performed better than the
rest of the nation where the information could come from per-
sonal observation or experience. People in the rural and inner
city groups showed similar results.

, Objectives

One of the groups charged with compiling the objectives that
science educators and scientists feel are important for science
education ih America stated a major problem for the schools:
science education must consider two groups of students, those
who may eventually pursue scientific careers and the great
majority who will not. Science education must give those, who
will pursue science careers a realistic introduction to scientific
work, but even more. important, it must give those others ade-
quate background to make the decisions about science that a
democratic society ,demands of its citizens. Out of these
considerations, the folloiVing objectives were developed. It was
hoped that Americans would: JY

1. know fundamental facts and principles of science;
2. possess the abilities and skills needed to, engage in the

processes of science;
3. understand the investigative nature of science; and
4. have attitudes about and appreciation of scientists, science and

the cqnsequences of science that stem from adequate under-
standings.

Most of the tasks in the science assessment dealt with the
first two objectives, so that, in general, little can be said about.
how -well the schools, are, preparing people- to understand or
appreciate science. When comparisons -between ages can be
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made, achievement in skills and knowledge improves with age
until the adult level; adults generally did not do as well as the
17-year-olds. Among groups, however, differences in skills and
knowledge show up.

Group Results
0

Sex
a The most striking finding of the assessment is the relatively
poor performance of females' cmpared to males. As was pointed
out by a NItional Science Teachers Association study group,
other industrial societies apparently make extensive use of
women to meet the demands for highly skilled technicians and
scientists, but the United States seems to be lagging in this regard.
It is possible, hovfever, that science curricula have changed in
recerit years becadr the differences betiveen male and female

fClEnCE
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performance is less at the younger age levels, as is shown in the
preceding graph. The smaller difference at the y,ounge es may

mean that present 9-year-olds and 13- year -olds are getting a
different education in science than adults did when they were
younger, or it may mean that.the infornbtion requested of the
younger age levels had a smaller sex bias thanlVie information
asked at the older age levels, An6ther possibility:' in high school,
science courses physics,, chemistry, biology often are
dye's and boy's choose° courses in physics and chemistry more
frequeNtly than girls. ,r

As indicated, males did their best work on exercises that
required knowledge or skills in such areas as chemistry or physics.

A few of the exercises reqiiired the completion of a simple(
experiment in physics, such as indicating where a weight should
be placed to balance a beam. At every age on that ta;k,, more
males than females were successful. The following exercise gives
the results.

Pivot point^ ti Balance bum

Balance pan

The apparatus before you is the same as that shown in the
picture. This balance is balanced when the balance beam is
level as shown above. The number by each mark on the beam
tells the number of inches-that mark is from the pivot point.
Place one weight in the balance pan. How many inches from
the pivot point is the hook on which you must hang one
weight to get balance? (4)

Correct
Incorrect
No response

Age 13
M* F*

70% 60%

'

N*

64%

34
2

Age 17
M F

80% 79%
N.

75%

22
2

M

85%

Adult
F

64%
N

74%

20

0.6

100% 99% 100%

46
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The -a'pparatus also included fishweights, one to place in the
balance pan, and another to use to achieve balance. The
respondent was giten 20 minutes to find the answer to this
and other questions involving the use of the apparatus.

*M rephuents the male group; F, female; N, national.

On the other hand, ferriales were successful more ofteri than
males in exercises dealing with health and With human repro-
duction including one concerned with side effects of male
sterilization. For example, in An exercise concerned With the

outfunction of the placenta, 3 ou of 5 adult women chose the
correct answer; only half as any men (3 out of 10) were
correct. At age 17, there was only a slight differencein favor of
females.

What is the function of the placertia in a pregnant human
female?

Age 17 Adult

C) To push the baby out
Male Female Nat'l

at birth 5% 3%
CD To keep the baby

warm and moist 8 5

1/o carry nourishment
to the baby 41 32% 57% 45

CD To cushion the baby
against shocks 13 16

CD To keep the baby's
body temperature
constant 0 5 4

C> I don't know. 27 27
No response 0

99% 101%

Region
At all four age levels, people in the Southeast show con-

siderably less mastery of science than people elsewhere in the
nation. The typical performance levels are shown in the follow-
ing graph:
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Although the typical achievement level's of people in the
Southeast were below the national levels, their better success on
certain types of tasks indicates that the performance of south-
erners could be attributed to differences in schooling. On

exercises requiring scientific skills or knowledge generally taught
in the classroom, the performance of people-in the Southeast was
substantially lower than the national levels. These exercise§ were
concerned with such textbook matters as the size and motion of
the planets, the scientific vocabulary of human reproduction,
Darwin and natural selection and the significance of fossils.
While it is easy to see that particular religious feelings might enter
into the answers to these kinds of exercises, people in the South-
east also did poorly on tasks that required more than simple
recall of information such as the ability to recognize the
example that fits a definitjon:

% Abo
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On some exercises that might be answered on the basis of
out-of-school experience, however, people in the Southeast per-
formed as well as or better than the rest of the country. For
example, about half of all 13-year-olds knew that most of the

'energy of gasoline burned in cars turned into heat; in the South-
east, that information was known by 11 of 20 13-year-olds.

Most of th& chemical energy of the gasoline burned in a car is
not used to move the car but is changed into

CD electricity.

41. heat.

C:D light.

magnetism.

c::D sound.

<=:, I don't know.

No response

Southeast

A

55%

d

Age 13
National

24%4 .

48

8

16

0

100%

Color
Overall, blacks had lower achievement levels in science than

any other group. A Dumber of factors modify the overall find-
' ings, however. For 'Instance, when the results are examined by

objective, blacks appear to be somewhat better in understanding
the investigative nature of science and in having an appreciation
of science, as shown in the following graph for age 17.

At9
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Other results modified the overall pattern.
1. Blacks performed best on those science exercises most

dependent on daily experience and out-of-school knowledge,
poorest on exercises that required a defiched research atti-
tude toward .events.

2. The appreciation of the values of science among black teen-
agers was not appreciably diffe,rent from that of teen-agers

generally.
3. At age 13, blacks ask questions about nature with about the

same frequency as all children.
Beybnd the encouragement ,that speculation about exceptions

may give, the main force of the findings must remain clear: in

terms of educational effort in science, blacks are clearly a dis-
advantaged group. Some of the evidence, however, seems to

TYPICAL SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT
BYOBJECTI E
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ClEnCE
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indicate that the disadvantage may arise from differences in
schooling, a difference that clearly can be remedied.

Parental Education
The disadvantages that seem connected to different levels of

education of parents are more resistant to solution,. however.
As showri in the following graph, 'Americans at each age level
performed poorly if their parents did not have much formal
schooling; they performed best if at least one parent had post-
public School training.

TYPIAL SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT
BY PARENTAL EDUCATION

AGE 13NM RIIII 111 'RR NM _ _ _ _ .._._ ..
b
NG

HIGH SCHOOL

15
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5
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.

,

.

/0
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HIGH SCHOOL

% Above
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Levels

% Below

0

5

10
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.

0
ioGRAD

HIGH SCHOOL

HIGH SCHOOL

People whose parents had not attended high school seemed
to have particular difficulty with tasks dealing with fundamental
facts and skills concerning science.

People whose parents ,had little formal schooling also had
difficulty interpreting graphs and illustrations such as the one

-oz
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shown in the following exercise. While 7 out of 10 9-year-olds
-from all parental education groups corrktiy indicated the

direction of swing of blb'ck 2, the correct choice was made by
only 4 out of 10 whose parents had not attended high school.

Ae././MIV,

Block 2

When Block 1 swings down and hits Block 2, which of the
following will mpst likely happen?

Age 9

C.:7) Block 2 will not move at all. 3%

CZ) Block 2 will swing off to the left. 18

a Block 2 will swing off to the right.

O The string holding Block 2 will break. 4

O rdon't know.

No response 0

99%

On the other hand, people who had at least one parent trained
beyond high school usually did quite well on the same exercises
that gave the no high school group the most trouble. AlMost 8

5
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nQ

out of 10 9-year-olds in the post high school group responded
correctly to the previous exercise. In addition to exercises that
required ag understanding of the sciencific method or a know -

fledge of particular facts and principles,this group did especially
well on such tasks as reading charts dnd graphs and testing,
hypotheses.

Size and Type of Community
People in the inner city youp did considerably less well in

science than any other community group. The rural .group also
perfOrmed Poorly in ,this area. The best performance appeared in
the affluent suburb group, with the widest difference at age 9 and
adult; the least differe'nce at age 17. The table following
indicates the differences abok,e ortbelow the national level' for
each community type'at each age level.

1 A

a
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Typical Perfornlance by Size and Type of Coinniunity

Age 9 Age 13 Age 17 Adult

Extreme inner city -15.1* -13.7 -7.4 :10.2

Rest of big city -2.6 -3.8 0.3 -2.9

Extreme affluene
a.

suburb o 7.2 6.3 5.1 10.9

Suburban fringe - 2.7 , 2.9 1.0 0;8

Medium city 0.8 1.9 1.2 . -0.4
,

Extreme rural -6.3 -6.1 -3.5 -4.7

Small cities 0.9 0.5 -1.4 p -2.7

*Figures show'difference between the group pecenecarrect
and the national percent correct. . ..

Other findings:
1. The differences between the affluent suburb and the Felber city

seem to exist over all classifications of items: -for .physical
science, for biological science, for all four objectives.

2. In the inner city, 17-year-olds have less success in physical
science than they dp in biological science, while those in the
rural group reverse the pattern that is, they have ressAuccess
in biological science and more in physical.

3. The rural, group performed least well on exercises requiring
graph reading or mastery of scientific vocabulary or detailed
formal knowledge. For instance, 7 out of 10.adults nationally
knew that adrenaline stimulates the her but in the rural
group, fewer than 5 in 10 chose tile correct answer. At dge
17, half of the respondents nationally knew the answer, but
among rural youths, the knowledge w4 held by 4 out of tQ,

4. Across all ages, people in the affluent suburb handled abstract
facts and prinCiples of science well. The people in this com-

e munity group tended to do best on exercises that depend on
science knowledge learned in the classroom.

. .
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Citizenship
The most striking findings of the citi-* zenship assessment have far-reaching
implications for the nation and for the
nation's schools. The findings indicate
that the educationally elite and he

wealthy make the "best'.' citizens

*IL that is, performed best on the citizen-
ship measures used by the National
Assessment of Jducational Progress

(NAEP). Again and again throughout the assessment, large
proportions of Americans whose parent's were educated past high
school or who li've..L.1 affluent suburbs of metropolitan areas
showed the greatest concern :for the well-being of others,
supported most strongly the rights and freedoms Americans are
thought to take for granted, participated in greatest numbers in
effective civic action or engaged in any of the otheragivities or
attitudes that the National Assessment took to be measures of
citizenship.

Americans who had at least one parent educated past 'high
school also appeared 'to, know of more ways to influence public
ojpinion and public,officials.and more often attempted to do so.
At the same time, Americans wl3pse parents had little education
were relatively uninformed of ways to be influential and did not
take actions that might influence their government.

While it is easy to see, therefore, that the wealthy and educa-
tionally advantaged might well attempt to perpetuatb'their status

i?; 55
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through the use their influence, such a Machiavellian prognosis
could not be based on citizenship assessment evidence because
more members of tpese groups also showed great concern for the
well-being of others: three times more adults in the affluent
suburb belonged to civic-rights organizations than belonged to
such orgahizations generally.

The . implications seem clear: better paying jobs, better
education and better citizenship seem to go together at least
to the extent that knowledge about government and participation
in the processes of government are desirable in America's citizens.
However, the conclusions are not so simple as this summation
might make them-seem. Although geheralli, the educated and the
wealth} performed best on most of the citizenship measures set

National Assessment, the evidence does not indicate that
more people 1n other groups make "bad" citizens simply that
their interests fall in fewer of the areas thought important to
citizenship by representative Americans. For instance, although
fewer people in the Southeast; rural or low education groups
possessed information about international relations, more ex-
pressed concern for family matters and local government. The
performances of people in the Southeast are representative. They
Were below the national levels on most citizenship measures, yet
more adults in the Southeast showed concern and 'respect for
their families thah indicated such attitudes nationally and con-
siderably more adults in the Southeast showed such Aittides
than did adults in the West. Specifically: 8 out of 10 parents in
the Southeast knew their child's favorite subject in school; in the
West, onty half the parents knew such a basic fact about their
children.

The variety of ways young Americans approach their citizen-
ship is reflected by their responses in the nine area's the National
Assessment measured to discover their level of citizenship. These
areas comprise the major objectives of the citizenship assessment.

Objectives

One of the groups charged with compiling the objectives in
the field of citizenship explained, that citizenship was included
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for assessment because many important goals that education
could help achieve are not iticlbded in the traditional subject-
matter disciplines. The many educators, scholars and laymen
throughout the nation involved in creating these objectives hOped
that Americans would:

1. show concern for the well-being of others,
2. support rights and freedoms of all individuals,
3. recognize the value of just law,
4. know the main structure and itmiaons of government,
5. participate.in effective civic action,
6. understand problems of international relations,
7. approach civic decisions rationally,
8. take responsibility for their own development and
9. help and respect their families.

Overall Results

The- overall results for so. many areas are difficult to sum-
mari2e, but briefly, they are as follows:

_1. Show concern for the well-being of others. High proportions
of Americans expressed willingness to help others on a person-
to-person basis and knew ways to d it, such as suggesting
agencies to help a job seeker. Orii, a small proportion of
Americans (1 out of 10) give help through membership in
organizations, and most named no more than two possible
ways to influence government action in a helpful direction.
At least two thirds of our young Americans stated they were
willing to associate with people of other races in a variety of
public situations and roles, and this degree of willingness
remained virtually constant across age levels from 13 to adult.

2. Support rights and freqloms Of all individuals. Although a
majority of young AmeriCans supported individual rights and
freedoms in principle, when presented with specific unpopular
or controversial causes they withdrew their support. For
instance, less than a third of the people at any age would allow
basic freedom of speech to others espousing communist, racist
or atheist causes.

cc. 57
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3. Recognize the value of just law. Those who are concerned
about the apparent 'breakdown of respect for law may be)
encouraged to learn that more ti*n 9 out of 10 Americans
stated at least one reason why liws are needed. This does not
imply endorsement of all existing laws; however; half the
adults cited an example of a lath they felt uniust.,

4. Know the main structure and functions of government.
Three fourths or more olcibr students and adults seem to
understand the moss basic principles and main structures of
American government, but fewer understand the workings of
specific parts such as the courts. Adults were generally better
informed about local government and about current office-'
holders than were 17- year -olds.

5. Participate in effective civic action. Ability .to cooperate
effectively in small democratic groups was demonstrated by
vOority of students at. all ages, but fewer apparently use
this aaty in dealing with civic problems. Few people re-

..

ported attempting to participate' in civic action; few even
named more than three or four possible ways they could
participate. V

1/6. 'Understand problems of ipternational relations. All the
exercises intended to assess this objective dealt with war or

c' aspects of war. All ages were aware of war, and most people
suggested a way to avoid war; however, the solutions for the
most part showed little real understanding of the problenis.
As more than one student put it, the best way to avoid was
was to stop fighting.

7. Approach civic decisions rationally. Most adults and older
students showed awareness of the more urgent problems that
society faces (about three fourths named at least three
problems) and some of the ways it has attempted to 111eMate
them. Although less than half the 9-year-olds recognized the
need for differing viewpoints, most 17-year-olds and adults
recogniied the need and were fairly rational and critical about
civic issues.

8. Take responsibility for their own development. A majority of
students andAout one third, of our adults reported engaging
in some self-initiated action to further their education, such

14,r,110
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as attending seminars, workshops or formal course work.
Four out of five teen-agers Peported talking with their parents
about career opportunities; by age 17; more than half reported
such talks with counselors or teachers.

9. Help and respect their families. More than 19 out of 20 9-
year -olds and 13-year-olds reported helping with work around
the ho.cne. Most adults' show some familiarity with their
children's schoolwork, although fully half of them could not
describe a single book their child used in school.

Group, Ressu Its

Sex
Although variations in performance appeared on certain exer-

cises, overall the achievement of citizenship was about the same
for males and females. Typically, men performed slightly better
than women, but the difference was not great.

More men than women knew about the main structure and
functions of government, and men seemed to know more specific
facts about government than women did. Males also tended to
know more about law and civic problems and to support in-
dividual rights more. Men reported registering their views on
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fl
civic issues more often, but more women then men reported
taking action throtigh civic orgahizations.-

Women were substantially ahead of men in concern with help-
ing and respecting the family. For instance, about half the
parents could describe one of their children's school boas. For
women, the figure was 59%; for men, 17%. The other side o1 the
question has perhaps greater significance for education: almost
half the young parents in America are so uninvolved with the
schools or their children's education that they cannot describe a
single book that their child uses in school.

Region
The level of achievement in citizenship across the nation was

roughlt equal except in the Southeast, where performance gen-
erally fell below national levels, particularly at the older ages.

( III/1 NSFIIP
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As might be expectle.11, people in the Southeast were partic-
ularly low in measurements of attitudes about racial discrimin-
ation and willingness to associate with people in public situations
regardless of race.

Despite the rather less tolerant attitude of southerners, a
majority of young Americans 4n the Soutiterast as elsewhere
reported they were willing to associate with people of other races
in every situation described. National results are shown be!ow.

Objectives: treat all individuals with respect; do not condemn
others on the basis of irrelevant personal or social character-
istics. (Do not avoid associating 'with others because of such
differences. Reliance on stereotypes in reacting to members of-
minorities shows little respect for them as individuals.)

People feel differently toward people, of other races. How
willipg would you he to have a person of a different race doing
these things?*
(For each situation below, the
choices were: willing to or prefer "Wilting To"

Respondents Choosing\
of to)

A. Be your dentist or
doctor?

c,

B. Live next 'door to you?,
.C. Represent yoq in some ,

elected office?
D. Sit at a table next to

yours in a crowded
restaurant?

E. Stay in the same hotel
, or motel as you?

Willing to associate with a
person of a different race in
3 or more of the above
situations

4 or more situations
all 5 situations (

*Not administered to the in-school sample in one large western
state, one southeastern county and one southwestern city at
the request of state or local authorities.

Age 13 Age 17 Adult

80% ' 70%. 74%

82 71 67

,

80 77 82

62 83 88

88 85 89
-

90 89 87

77 79 77

57. 57 37

041
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The pattern of Southeastern responses to a variety of ques-
tions indicates a greater insularity there than elsewhere in the
nation. That is, southerners seemed to know less about or were
less interested in existing conflicts around the wort or ways to
seek peace, and they generally did not feel involved 'n, state and
federal government. At the same time, southerners ere more
aware of local problems and issues than adults in either the
Northeast or West, and more southerners felt they, could in-
fluence local government action than Americans did nationally.
Generally, more southerners were concerned with family matters,
as well, and knew more about their children's schooling.

7:3
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Parental Education
The differences between the educationally advantaged and the

disadvantaged tended to be greatest where formal or abstract
knowledge was required. For example, considerably more people
who had at least one parent educated past high, school knew
about the structure and function of government than did people
whosg. parents had not attended high school., In ccotrast, all.
Americans had about the same level of achievement on those
tasks that required information or habits based on practical,
experience. For instance, 97year-olds from all parental education
groups did about. equally well on a group task requiring co-
operation in a question-asking game. The following graph indi-

. cates the overall performance levels in citizenship for all edu-
cation groups.

CITIZENSHIP
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The performance on each of the nine citizenship goals
generally followed the pattern shown in the preceding graph
except in the areas concerned with taking responsibility for
personal development and with helping and respecting the family.
The low education groups did nearly as well as the national levels
in these two areas. Another area where the educationally dis-
advantaged groups did well was in showing concern for the well-.
being of others. This last area included questions and attitudes
about race, and on these exercises, people at age 17 and adult
Whose parents had not attended high school were more tolerant
than those whose parents had some high school education but
had not graduated.

Color
The typical achievement of blacks at all four ages on the

citizenship, assessment was lower than the achievement of
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Americans of other. races. Generally, fewer blacks performed
well in areas requiring inarmation, and more blacks did well in
areas that drew on common knowledge or personal experience,
such as taking responsibility for personal development and
helping and respecting the family. Typical performance levels
are shown in the preceding graph.

Although the performance levels of blacks were generally
below the levels for the nation, a number of exceptions occurred
where blacks performed as well as or better than the nation..
1..Black 17-year-olds and adults say they are willing to accept

people of a different race in many different situations at least
as often as all Americans of their age' except for political
representation fewer blacks at all ages were willing to be
represented by a person of another race.

2. Blacks participated effectively in group tasks that required
cooperative effort.

3. As.tmany blacks at age 9 and 13 as all children reported
helping with chores at home and helping younger brothers
and sisters.

4. Larger proportions of black adults felt they should act to stop
discriminatidp in a pub,lic park.

5. More black trarents could name their child's favorite subject in
school.
Overall, however, performance of blacks was lower than the

national levels. Nevertheless, in some tasks , that contributed to
the general overall performance levels, it can easily be seen that
factors other than simple lack of knowledge or achievement are
involved.
1. Proportionally fewer black 13-year-olds were willing to tell

a white exercise administrator; that they were aware of racial
discrimination in the world or in the United States.

2. Proportionally fewer black 17-year-olds and adults would
allow controversial statements to be made on radio or tele-
vision, including "some races of people are better than
others," "Russia is better thin the United States" and "it is
not necessary to bQlieve in God."

3. Black 17-year-olds and adults were less aware than Americans
general' how to influence governmental actions, and very
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few reported taking any action to make th,eir views known or
to effect change.

ize and Type of Community
The performance` of people in the community groups

generally followed the pattern established in other National
Assessment findings. That is, the people in the affluent suburb,
performed at levels above the nation, and peoplein the rural and
inner city groups performed below The other group results
tended to fall at about the national level, as shown in the follow-
ing graph.
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As with parental education and color, community groups that
typically performed at levels below the nation did best in areas
calling upon common knowledge and experience and on exercises
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that focused on personal development and family concern. 409
individual exercises, however, the pattern was sometimes broken.
1. More than half the 17-year-olds in the inner city and in the

,affluent suburb said they had campaigned for a candidate'one
or more times in the past year, slightly more than 17-year-olds
in the other community groups. Fewer adults in the inner city
said they had campaigned, however.

2. More adults in the rural group than in the inner city felt that
a legal system exists to settle disputes over money.

3. Seventeen-year-olds in the inner city and adults in the inner
city and rural groups performed gear or above the national
levels on tasks dealing with knowledge of local government,
although they knew considerably less than Am ericans gen-
erally about the federal government.

4. Proportionally fewer people in the rural and inner city groups,
especially at ages 9 and 13, seemed willing to let unpopular
views be expressed publicly.

5. More adults in the affluent suburb than in inner city or rural
communities described an unjust law.

6. Proportionally fewer adults in the inner city thought they
could influence the state government.

7. Inner city people knew less than Americans generally about
international relations.
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Writing
The unusually similar results for male'

\ and females in the writing assessment'
create something of a paradox. Girls
and women continually outperformed
boys and men in all the areas that
might provide clues to writing ability.
They said they wrote,more than males
did, they were better at completing
forms and many business writing tasks

and they seemed to value writing skills more highly than males
did. Despite these advantages, when it came to writing itself, the
actual skills they demonstrated did not differ from those of,
males. These skills were demonstrated in a number of essays
written on such subjects as a fewest fire, an admired person or
proliferating superhighways. Only at age 17 did girls show any
greater command of written language Than boys, and this was
offset by the better performance of males at other ages. -

These results will undoubtedly come as a surprise to all those
familiar with female verbal superiority or with female results on
assessments in reading and literature. Nevertheless, the results are
derived from 16 different writing assignments spread over the
four age levels. The conclusion seems clear: there.is little differ-
ence in ,writing ability between the sexes. Whefe differences did
appear on individual exercises, the results seemed related to
culturally connected sex biases. That is, males tended to perform
better when the exercise was concerned with a subject that has
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traditionally been thought masculine, such as automobiles. It
'seems quite possible, therefore, that differences in performance
between girls and boys in school lid more in the traditional
feminine bias in much academic su eat matter and in the
interests of individual students than in y real differences in the
students themselves.

Although these results may be surprising and perhaps cause for
,, cheer, when the level of ability is examined, the results are not so

heartenin Although the writing skills of both males And females
are ab ut the same, those skills are generally not very high. At
age 9 competeke in writing is probably best described b.y thd

°word "limited." Nine-year-olds revealed limited vocabularies,
restricted skill. in sentence construction and incomplete under-
standing of the conventions of written English. At age 13, lower-
ability childr n simply recorded speech patterns when they were
asked to write with little understanding of conventions;'upper-
ability students had internalized the conventions but seldom
developed an idea. About half the 17-year-olds had some
command of the basics of 'written English, but they seldom went
beyond basics: they produced simpte sentences, used primarily
Common words and expressed only simple ideas. At the adult
level, almost a third refused even to write. Of those who wrote,
many exhibited severe limitations in 'every area. Even high-
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quality papers showed limited sentence structure, punctuation
and other elements. The vocabulary of the higherbquality papers,
however, was often sophisticated and usually precise.

In general, Americans seem to hallt little difficulty with every-
day social tasks, such as writing friendly letters, but when faced
with a business-related task, as in filling out an information form,
many people experience difficulties. Most children at ages 9 and
13 can write a simple thank you note or an informal invitation to
a friend. They have difficulty, however,-when specific informa-
tion is needed, as in addressing the envelope. The number of
people capable of such writing tasks increases with age to 17 then
drops slightly among adults. For instance, three fourths of the
17-year-olds wrote adequate directions, but fewer than 6 out of
10 adults managed the, same task; Even in writing out an
accident report, 17-year-olds wrote better than adults. General
writing ability, howevei, increases with age..

Ojijectives

. Writing has a number of differences from ost of the other
areas that the National Assessment of Educ ional a Progress

(NAEP) measures. Writing is primarily a skill, rather than a sub-
ject made up of information that a person either knOws or does
noti_know. Skill in writing comes about through practice and
through' appreciation of excellence. Probler0 obviously arise
when an attempt is made to measure how much a person appre-
ciates excellence or to measure how much a person practices.
Writing is also different from other areas of study in that the
problems are roughly the same for every age level. That is,
writing a letter creates the same kinds of problems for 9 -yeyr -olds
as it does for adults; however different the final letters may be.
Both must discover material to present and discover the most
appropriate way to present it.' These general differences pre-
sented speeial difficulties in assessing abilities and in compiling
objectives that American education strives for.

The groups charged with compiling goals for education in ,
writing decided that the assessment should not concern itself
with professional creative writing but with the ability Americans
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exhibit in the ordinary wilting that they perform in the course of
their ordinary lives. With this overall idea in mind, they devel-
iiped the following goals. They hoped Americans would:

1. write to communicate adequately in social situations,
2. write to communicate adequately in business or vocational

situations,
3. write to communicate adequately in scholasticosituations and
4. appreciate the value of writing.

Overall Results

Levels of success in writing generally depended on the goal.
Americans seem to appreciate the value of writing. Actual per-
formancewas1 different matter.

Social Situations
People's ability to communicate in everyday situations varied

widely, depending on the task. For instance, most 9-year-olds
wrote an acceptable thank you note ,for a gift from their grand-
mother, but when writing an invitation to a class play, fewer than
half included all the necessary inforfnation. At age 13, most
children wrote an acceptable letter inviting a friend to visit, but
when asked to write a friendly letter to a pen pal, they had varied
8ticcess. Poorer letters were brief and uninformative; the best
letters contained detailed discussion of events in the writer's life.
About 1 child in 10' wrote a letter of the best quality.

The general tendency of people to improve with age is illus-
01 trated by the problem of writing in informative note. A record-

ing f a telephone conversation between two friends was played
for ople at the three younger age levels. They were then asktd
to write the note that one of the two friends would have written
Plbout the plans that had bepkmade. The task was accomplished
y 3 out of 10 at age 9, 7 tou tt,f 10 at age 13 and 8 out of 10 at

age 17. The improveNtEht, however, seems to stop at age 17.
When 17-year-olds and adults were given a diagram of an accident
and asked to wrjte a description of what happened, 5 out of 10
17-year-olds did it successfully, but only 4 out of 10 adults.

I
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Business Situations.
Writing in ordinary business situations caused difficulty for a.

great number of people at each age. For instance, all ages were
given a simple form requesting information such as street address
and .date of birth. The proportions that managed to fill it in
correctly were quite small; 2 to 3 out of 20 at age 9, 5 out of 20
at age 13, 12 out of 20 at age 17 and 10 out of 20 adults. Most
people managed to get some of the infofmation onto the form
correctly, but most also left something out or put it down incor-
rectly. Another ordinary business situation that seemed insur-
mountable to many was, the problem of ordering a product by
mail. About half the people at the three older agedtvels did not
include all the necessary information.

72.
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Scholastic Situftion
The requirements of this type of writing call for skills outside

most writing experience of daily life and place higher standards
of correctness on the written work. Adults were not given any
tasks under this objective, since most adults' between 26 and 35
years of age are no longer faced with this tyke of writing.

Ability seems to improve with age, although direct compari-
sons are tenuous because only one essay was given to two ages.
On that exercise, more 17-year-olds than 13.-year-Olds'iwrote well.
Some of the 13-year-olds (1 in 20), however, wrote better than
most (16 44.20) 17-year-olds.

Value Writing
Regardless of,how well they actually write, most people say

they write on their own, which would indicate that to some
degree they value the skills involved. For instance, most people
who had taken a trip within the preceding year had written about
it in a poSicard, letter or report of the trip. The vast majority of
the three younger age levels also said they had written, outside of
school, a joke, poem, report, story or other type of writing. hia
addition, 17% of the 13-year-olds said they had sent a story they.. ... ... ...
had Vvritterr to .a.magazine.

.

Essays
Three of the essay tasks yvere studied ingreat detail for overall

quality; for errors; and for such descriptive factors as fluency,
diction and paragraph development. A portion of othe high-,
middle- and low-quAlity papers were selected for direct compari-
son. Papers rated low contained errors involving the simplest
writing conventions; the sentences attempted were extremely
simple and the vocabularys was limited and imprecise. Papers
falling at the mastery-of-basics level attempted only simple
constructions, but the respondents made few, if any, errors.
Papers falling higher on the scale represented relatively skillful
'handling of written language. Few papers, however, showed
much of a flair for writing, but it is likely that the test
conditions and the academic subject matter did not stir the
average person to produce anything approaching fine writing.
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Time was not provided for rewriting, and people were not
encouraged or discouraged to proofread. The relative levels
of skill for each age are illustrated in the following graph. ,

. Topmost

Mastery of
Basics

No. Mastery

"GtF.

I
Relative Quality of Essays

High

High Middle

High

High

'1, Middle

Low

Middle

Low
Low

Low

9 13 17 Adult,

Age Groups

Lower-quality papers at ages 9, 13 and 17 fell at the no-
mastery level. At age 9, the lower-quality papers were either
extremely short or difficult t6 understand. In either event, they
showed very little grasp of even the simplest of sentence patterns
and only the slightest command of vocabulary. The following
passages exemplify the two kinds of lower-quality writing by
9-year-olds.
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There is a forest fire and tie mother and the baby dear are in
the rive frying to get away.

Here is a big is a fiah. Look at that fhte what happOned to the
people that were gn. There people what happened. e-f

Aniost one fourth of' all 9-year-olds wrote as badly as these
examples, or worse. The following, graph shows the distribution
of essays according to their overall quality.

The higher-, middle- and lower-quality points are indicated,
along with the percentage of papers selected for characteriza-
tion and computer analysis at each level. (Nothing at all was
written by 1.7% of the 9-year-olds.)

O

Pole

7/.
1.75 21.80

Lower

11.16 20.31

Middle Higher

Overall Quality at Age 9

315
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In lower-quality papers at age 13, sentences were longer and
run-on sentences appeared more often, but the language wastill
very general. The primary difference between the 46wer=quality
papers at age 9 and 13 was the more conversational tohe the
older children captUred; they seemed to write less hesitantly and
to be recording oral language patterns, though they had mas-
tered few of the conventions of writing. The following example
is a lower-quality paper written by a 13-year-old.

I admire Helen Keller she was deaf & blind and still always
wanted to help blind & deaf people even though she was deaf
& blind. She showed to people 'that she could lead a normal
life just like you and I. And she would help show people just
because there blind and deaf their still human beings. I admire
her because she has such courage to go through to end in
helping people.

Compared to the Rapers written by 9-year-olds, fewer, papers
by 13-year-olds were judged to be of lower quality, as the
following graph indicates.

Lower Middle Higher

Oyerall Quality at Age 13

Lower-qdality papers at age 17 maintained the conversational
tone of the younger age's papers; displayed the same limited and
general' vocabulary; and reflected confusion about punctuation,
sentence 'structure and the noral conventions of written
English, as is reflected in the example.

.4'
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1 would like to be James,Brown because he is A soul man and I.
am a soul kit he can make about 10,000 dolloe a night of
make about 20,000 dolloe a record. 1 think Jame is where it
at. 1 am going to be a man just like Mr James Brown.

The distribution of papers for age 17 was similar to that of the
13-year-olds, but fewer papers fell into the highest category.

Overall Quality at Age 17

Higher-quality papers of 13-year-olds, middle- and higher-
quality papers of 17-year-olds and higher-quality adult !Japers
were judged to be at or above the mastery-of-basics level. The
difficulties in these papers were related to the things their authors
did not do; they had the basic conventions of written English
mastered but did nbt depart from them for the most part. When
errors appeared, they were probably due to carelessness or
attempts at complexity beyond the simplicity of the rest of the.
paper. The higher-quality adult papers had a wide-ranging, pre-
cise vocabulary, usually 'accortipanied by sii'nple sentence struc-

ture and simple punctuation.

A higher quality paper at age 17

I greatly admire Bob Hope for his outstanding personality and
his courage. He is a-great entertainer and tries to please his
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public as best he can. His frequent trips to Vietnam and other
distant military posts reveal his courage. He know) that there
is clang& of being hurt or even,killed when he schedules his
shows for the men most deprived of civilized comforts; the
men deepest in the conflict. There, is always a danger of a
air-raid, but he goes back for show after show. Many of his
shows are put on under impossible conditions, but he still
makes them his best. I believe he is, indeed, a credit to his
profession.

Beyond the higher-quality papers represented by these exam-
ples were a few papers the best of all those studied in the
assessment. These few papers'tended to be longer and to contain
more and better-developed ideas. The writers, even at age 9,
seemed at ease with written language and often went beyond
conventional prose. What is most apparent, however, the

writer's involvement in his subject. One example of the best
papers at each age level follows.

Age 9

The Fire

Watch out! Run! It is a forest fire. Many animals are trying to
cross the stream. But they may be carried down the swift
current. See those two deer in the river? They .may drowned.
A raccoon is stuck on a rock. He has been driven from his
home. If it is a female, the racoon's babys may bcprn to death.
The fire will stop at the edge of the stream, but many animals
may lose their lives trying to swim the river. And what about
the animals still in the forest? They may die because they are
trapped, wounded. Can you be more careful? The reason that
the fire isin the forest is because somebody was careless. They
started the fire. They are the main cause. You can help these
forest animals by being careful with your camp fire. Always
remember, "Only you can ,prevent forest fires." Keep this In
mind when you -start a campfire. It may be a matter of life or
death.

Age 13

I admire Martin Luther King, Jr. because of hig use of peace.
He knew about segregation, but his knowledge didn't make

78
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him bitter to white peoplg. He learned about segregation at an
early age. When he was six, he used to play with two white

3., boys whose father owned a neighborhood grocery. One day
the mother of the two white boys told them not to play with
"niggers" anymore. Martin went home, sad and bewildered,
and asked his mother why. Sadly, she told him the story of
slavery, and of the civil war, and of segregation. But she told
him not to let segregation make him feel inferior. "You are

'just as good as anyone," she said, "You can become just as
fine a person as anyone." Martin never forgot these words. At
nineteen, he graduated from college in Alabama. Then he went
north to study for the ministry. Going to school with whites
for the first time. He worked doubly hard to show that he was
"just as good as anyone." He graduated with the highest grade
average of anyone in his class, and his classmates elected him
president of the student body. When he was finished with
school, he could have stayed in the North, but he and his wife,
Coretta, decided that it was his duty to rturn to the South.
He taught his people to love their white brothers, no matter
what they did to them. And he practised what he preached.
One night when he was speaking at a meeting his house was
bombed. He told the crowd of angry negroes there to calm
down and go home. He once said "The strong man is the man
who can stand up f9r his rights and, not hit back." He is dead
now, but he will always live in the hearts of men as the
protector of peace.

Age 17

I admire not a particular person, but all those persons who
administer polls, like this one. These people are dedicated to
informing the American public as lc, how they believe. Our
poll takers have accomplished such great feats as persuading
President Johnson not to run. This particular test demon-
strates the characteristics of most polls. Like our United States
Cerisus, it is incredibly inquisitive. It attempts to measure the
progress of United States education through ten questions,
thus demonstrating over-simplification. It polled only a small
minority of the groups, but will tout these opinions as those of
the entire group. This test shows all that is great in American
polls.
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I sincerely hope that this test has given you the information
you wanted. I hope that you, the mysterious cape, have
received some service from me. I hope this because of my deep
respect and admiration for the all-American poll taker.

Adidt

Dear Commissioner°Stroud,

With dead fish from our rivers stinking along the banks or live
fish too polluted with D D T to eat; with smoke or the smell
of sulphur dioxide in the air of cities making eyes smart and
lungs burn, some kinds of pollution need not be indicated. The
pollution from noise, however, which only the very rich or
very rural escape often passes unnoticed. I wish to remind you
that he traffic noises from your proposed interchange and
highway will bring that pollution into Windsorville and rob us
of a peace which cannot be recaptured or priced in terms of
"development" and "reduced taxation."

I plan to object to your scheme through- every legitimate
means: writing to the news paper, speaking at town meetings
and writing my political representatives. If J find that I receive
no reasonable response from the news media and am allowed
no hearing in the political forum, I will have to attempt more
vigorous forms of protest. This is not a treat, but a statement
of the means: feel justified in employing.

A' single citizen of a small village which even the mayor
considers backward and part of the "Colonial Past" may yet
be able to register an objection which pententrates the
aucostical tile of your all too modern office. The reason for
my believing such an improbable circumstance is that I know I
am fighting for something valuable while you have, in changing
your origin plans, bent only to convenience and expediency.

Group Results

Sex
The overall abilities and practices of males and females in

writing is similar, with females slightly better, especially at -the

older two age levels.
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Despite the geheral female advantage, males did well on
exercises that had some masculine content. Either males were
mentioned in the exercise or the exercise involved activities or
interests generally thought masculine. For instance, men were
somewhat better than women in describing the accident from the
diagram shown. At the adult level, 4 in 10 men included all the
important information compared to 3 in 10 women. At.age 17,
however, females did better, 6 in 10 compared to 5 in 10.
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Here is a diagram of an automobile accident. Siudy the
diagram and then describe the accident in ydur own words.

(Appfoximately 11/2 lilted pages were provided for the
responses.)
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Scoring

Acceptable: The description must mention four .of the
following:

1. name of the street for each car,
2. direction each car was traveling,
3. which traffic light each one had,
4. the fact that each was turning or

.5. the fast that a collision occurred.

Not acceptable: If the description contained a mistake, for
instance, that car no. 1 had a yellow light or that car no. 2 was
turning right, it was automatically counted unacceptable, no
matter how good the rest of the description Ikas.

'stational Results

Age 17 Adult

Acceptable 53` 38%
Not acceptable 46 52
No response 1 10

100% 100%

0

21111111.4"
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Region
At the three older age levels, most people throughout the

nation have about the same level of writing skills with the
exception of people in the Southeast, The attitudes and practices
of 'southerners appear to be very much like those of Americans
elsewhere, but overall writing results were well below the national
levels, as is indicated in the following graph.
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There Vas a considerable difference, between blacks and
whites. But what is more important than this is the factihat the
difference increases dramatically between the ages of 13 and,17..
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TYPICAL WRITING ACHIEVEMENT
BY COLOR
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Sizte and Type'of Community -
Typically, people in the fringes of big cities wrote better than

pepple who live in the cities themselves while people who live in
small places and mediiim size cities possess skills closer to the
national levels.

Throughout the yarious sizes of communities, as throughout
the nation, about the same proportions Of people sayAbey write,
but itt' alai writing skills did not correspond to theseleports. At
the gkiige1 ages, particularly large proportions of people in the
big Cites said they write, and at the same time, the* did poorly
when they actually wrote. Howevei:, proportionally as many

.adults in the big city as adults elsewhere successfully described an
aauto -accident after examining an /insurance company diagram,

indicating' that in certaiji areas at/least, people manage to over-
ome.what seems to tie a.general disadvantage.
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%The reading assessment firmly sup-

ports one of the most disturbing facts
about American education and the
abilities of American students: many
young America are severely handl-\ capped by serious reading deficiencies.
The results are augmented by United
States census figures showidg'that 1.4
million Americans cannot read (or

write) in any language, and by Health, Education, and Welfare
Department figures showing that 3 milijon teen-agers (age 12-17)
cannot read ,at tht beginning fourth-grade level. Th#Americans
who realloorly in the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (N' EP) sample cannot follow simple directions; many
cartnot even follow the schedules in TV Guide; far more find it
impossit4 .to draw inferences from anything they read beyond
the simplest levels. To the extent that reading is necessary for
survival in a modern, print-oriented society and all that survival

.implieS in educational opportunities, job possibilities, simple en-
richment of life, even hope these Americans are clearly
disadvantaged.

The groups that were clearly disadvantaged seeined almost a
parody of National Assessment findings in other areas: solih'ern-
ers, blacks, males, people from poorly educated families, from
the inner city, all had difficulties in a number of the skills
necessary for reading.
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The group showing mpst consistent differences from the
national levels in reading vt,Stre cks. Their reading performance
was below the national level in every area and at every age, and
often Skie difference was large. In some instances, the reading
level of blacks was not as high as whites four years younger.
Among the school-age population, however, the gap between
blacks and whites does not seem to increase with age.. Tkt is, in
relation to the nation, blacks at age 17 did not seem fo read less
well than blacks at age 13 or age 9. Whatever factors c)Sntributed
to their difficulties in reading, therefore, seem to have occurred
before they ached 9 years of age. Afterthat age, although the
schools d of seem to be helping blacks very much, the exper-
ience is a parently not hurting them either.

The level of schooling of parents, however, does seem to have
an effect on reading ability. People whose parents did not attend
high school read far less well than people of the me age whose

parents had more education. As in other assess areas, the
highest overall reading performance of any parental ducation
category was registered by respondents who had at ?east one
parent with education beyond high school. This was true at each
of the four age levels.

There was als6 a relationship between reading proficiency and
the individual's community. School-age young people from the
inner city performed far below those in-other communities, with
the greatest difficulty being experienced blithe 9-year-olds. In
contrast, people from the affluent suburbs were superior to
people from all other communities in'their overall reading per -
forpiance. Between those two extreme groups there was a range 4.
of performance, progressing roughly as follows:

Lowest Extreme inner city
Extreme rural
Small pity
Medium city
Rest of big city
Suburban fridge

Highest Extreme affluent suburb

'146
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The overall reading performance of school -age boys was
clearly below that of girls, although the typical difference was
not very great. For example, 91% of the, boys and 96% of the
girls at age 17 drew the correct inference from a passage about
ecology. The differences in reading ability, however, seem to
disappear by adulthood. Among young adults, men and women
showed about the same reading ability. People in the Southeast
also experienced particular difficulty in reading at all four age
levels in every reading skill area in the assessment.

Objectives

The disadvantages shown by these groups are far more serious
than might be apparent at first, because the reading assessment
was not focused primarily on the academic. The groups charged
with compiling goals for reading considered it important that
Americans be at ease with all types of reading material., Con-
sequently, they fi'lt it important that Americans be able to read
not only such traditional academic and literary forms as novels,
short stories and textbooks, but also such expository material as
newspapers, utilitarian writing such as income tax instructions
and food labels ,and reference works (dictionaries and encyclo-
pedias). Thus, the exercises developed to assess these goals
concerned such wide-ranging subject matter as the label of a dog
food can, a bubble gum wrapper, an automobile bumper sticker,
as well as selections from books and magazines.

The goals, established were intended to cover the skills nec-
essary to comprehend all such material. The first five reading
objectives, therefore, represent the individual's ability to com-
prehend, analyze, use, reason logically from and make judgments
concerning what he has read. This arrangement represents a
logical progression of what a student should be able to do as a
result of his reading experiences and instruction; that is, he must
be able to comprehend a passage before he can analyze it and
analyze a passage before he can use'it, reason from it or T a, e

judgments about it. The sixth reading obje(ctive (Whicnisa; not
assessed, however) is concerned with interests and attitudes about
reading. In summary, the goals for reading education in America
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inckudp that Americans:

1. comprehend what js
2. analyze whatis read,
3. use what is read,
4. reason logically from wheals read,
5. make judgments concerning what is read and
6. have attitudes about ancl an interest in reading.

Overall Results
0

The results for the entire reading assessment are summarized
in the table, following. The figures are the tyl cal differdices
,between a group and the national level of pe mance, given in
-percentage points. That is, out of 100 ch4dre-n at age 9 abdat 6
fewer in the Southeast could successfully demonstrate a parti-
cular reading skill than could demonstrate it nationally.

Group Results

Color
Throughout the reading assessment, the performance levels for

blacks were below those of Americans generally. In no skill and
in no objective did the typical ability of blacks as a group at any
age reach the level of the nation. Although there were slight
variations in degree of disadvantage, these variations, do little to
alter the main picture. In addtion, larer percentages of blacks
than whites were very slow readers slower than 50 words a
minute. And the proportions of slow readers among blacks in-
crease with age.

This does not mean that the reading skills of all blacks are
inferior to all whites or that an individual black person can be
expected to read less well than an individual white from a corn--
parable background. It does mean, however, that blacks as a
group typically have more difficulty than other Americans on
measures of .a variety of reading skills.

An examination of responses to discover particular patterns
revealed no consistent type of response, but a number' of factors
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Typical Differences Betweeth Group and National
- Performance in-Rding Skills

Variables
and Groups

Region

Age 9
(158
Exer-
cises)

Age 13
(249
Exer-
cises)

Age 17
(206
Exer-
cises)

Adult
(97

Exer-
cises)

Southeast -5.9* 4.8* -4.9* -8.1*
West -0.4 -0.2 -0.1 2.3

Central 3.0 2.3 1.9 1.3

Northeast 2.2 2.2 1.6 1.Q

Sex
Male -2.3* -2.5*
Female 2.3* 2.4* 2.0* -0.2

Color
Black -16.3* -15.5* -16.3* -18\6*

White 2.8* 2.8* 2.3* 2.5*

Parental education
No high school -9.1* -11.9* :11.1*
Some-high school -4.8 -4.4 -5.9* -0.4
Graduated high school; 0:7 , 0.6 -0.3 2.8

Post high school 6.8 6.8* 5.7* 8.0*

Size and type of community
Extreme inner city -14.3* -8.0* -7.7*
Extreme rural -4.3 -3.9 -2.6
Small city -0.6 -0.5 -1.3
Mediuni city 0.1 0.4 0.8
Rest of big city 1.4 1.2 0 1.4

Suburban fringe 2.2 1.2

Extreme affluent suburb.. 8.4* 5.7*

Size of community
Big city -3.6
Sm 11 place 0.6
Me ium city 0.9
Urban fringe , 1.9

*These figures represent significant differences from the national
level of performance.

tS9
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that correlate with 6ipoor performance in reading are clear.
According to the 1p70 national census, as well as the information
given by the respOndents in the reading asse?sment, proportion-
ally more Wacks than whites live in inner city locations, larger
proportions of blacks are from farnire's with below average
educational backgrounds, more blacks live in the Southkast --;
each of which alone seems associated with pbor perform4ce; no
studies have been made to determine the cumulative effect of the
combination.

It is a gloomy picture, and little evidence in the assessment
provides relief. Two factors, however, indicate_that changes may
be taking place. The,disadyaRtage of blacks still in schod did not
seem quite so great as the disadvantage of black adults, and more
younger than older blacks came from better-educated families.
OnliP future assessments can conf rm whether these factors are
simply an accident of the particul hear of the assessment or
whether in$act they are the first*gli merings of a trend toward
equality.

4
Sex

Almost every research study' that compares the reading
competence of boys and girls has noted that girls generally read
better than, boys. The reading assessment supports those findings
conclusively. At all three school -age levels, girls read better than
boys . with few ex ptions. Among young adults, however,
American males r as well as females, or even a little better.
The apparent imp vement of male abilities is not caused for
glee, however, for in fact it repres nts yet another squandering
of American resources and abili oung men's reading skills
do improve a little after leaving schoo , t according to assess-
ment figures, young women -lose a-large"p<tof their superior
skills and thui fall behind both rhen and their school-age sisters.

Out of more' than 700 reading ezercises, males surpassed
females in only 22. Eight of those.called fok.the reading of signs,
charts, graphs ar/d maps; 5 involOp&-recalling significant hats
from a passage; 4 dealt wit1 clEarrtgioferences; and the other 5

were'divided among four skill areas. As riother assessments, the
tasks on which mays performed better than females involved

o.
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male - oriented, activities such as reading signs, charts, and traffic
tickets. However, interest alone did not overcome disadvantages
in reading: there were far more than 22 exercises that had sig-
nificant male orientation. The evidence is overwhelming: girls
read better than boys.

Skill Areas

The overall results on the reading assessment were divided into
nine areas corresponding to particular reading skills or combina-
tions of skills. The patterns discuised above geherally'appeared
in each of the nine skill areas. Additionally, where exercises were

. given to more than one age, each older level usually read better
than the younger level. Typical results for the nine areas in-

, cluded:

0 Understanding Words and Word RelationshipS
Since most reading materials contain words, "if a minimum the

reader must Ye able to understand the meanings of the words and
how the words cdfnbine to form a meaningful whole. Almost all
Americans assessed could read simple words or phrases. For
instance,' almost all the 9:year-olds could read signs on cloOrs that
indicated where they should gd for lunch (CAFETERIA) or to
see the person in charge of the school (PRINCIPAL). As might
be expected, ophen the words and the contexts grew more compli-
cated, mare plOple experienced difficulty. For example, the
three older age levels read a four-paragraph passage from the
sociological study The Organization Man and selected what they

o considered the best definition of the t rm "budgetism." The
proportions ablzdio derive, the meaning from the context were.
4 out of 20 at -age 13, 5 out of 20 at age 17 'nd_8 out, of 20 ,
among adults. On most exercises, people's abilities .showed a
similar increase as the age of the reader increased.

Grbphic Matiridis
Most 9-year-dlds seemed able to read common street signs and

.food wrappers,lbut many could pot. The majority of 9-year-olds
distifiguished between signs four motorists, pedestrians and bi-

4 ,
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cyclists; could follow directions to use crosswalks; a lead food
wrappers for products such as bubble gum and dog fo

Some road signs tell people who are driving cars what to do.
Other signs tell people who are walking what to do. -

If you are walking, which sign tells you what to do? Fill in the
oval beside the correct sign.

LEFT TURN

ALLOWED

FROM CENTER

LANE ONLY

o I don't know.

PEDESTRIANS

USE

CROSSWALK

if
MAIN STREET

EXIT ON

THROUGHWAY

500 YARDS

AHEAD

KEEP RIGHT

Thirteen-year-olds did much better than 9-year-o ds, as would
be expected. .For example, while nearly 7 in 20 9-y ar-olds failed -

- 92
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''to read thVbubble gum wrapper correctly, only 1 child in-20
age 13 failed to read it correctly.

If you wanted to buy some bubble gum that would stay sweet
for a long time, which of these would you buy? Fill in the oval
beside the bubble gum you would buy.

(eattb-FES1
-161.0V1 TIM rOGGEST suss

1111 TOWN-Eva/No t IME

CD

c4 /I don't know.

On a slightly different kind of form, respondents were asked a
variety of questions which required them to read symbols and
interpret notations on a report Qard.

93

W) $ .A 11,KE

\ spgi coiner- scrim-s / )14
%laimpfi

"......---.
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About 8 out of 10 13-year-olds correctly determined the time
period, thrke report covered, the student's best subject and the sab-
ject in-which the student was having problems. However, on a
fourth qbestion ."The student is improving his work in which

-subject .area?" 'only` 4If the 13-year-olds and 8 out of 10
17-ye.arilds anwered 4-rectly. A number of adults also eried
on this question:- they did slightly less well than the 17-year-olds.4,r .

Although not all repcl-t ards used in the United States are
identical to this facsiri*, t might be somewhat disconcerting to
teachers and school a4ninistrators that nearly one fifth of the
17-ye r-olds and half the 13-ye r-olds could not interpret some
of th symbols on a report car . It might also be comforting to
som students that nearly one fourth of young adults could not
either.
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Written Directions
In the area of written directions, respondents interpreted or

followed directions for such activities as drawing a geometric
4 figures baking English muffins, using -a can of insecticide spray

and 'playing a hypothetical card game. The results tend to con-
firm what many teachers and parents already know: many stu-
dents cannot follow simple directions. Three in 10 9-year-olds
and 1 in 10 of the 13-year-olds failed to follow the four simple
directions that follow. Among 9-year-olds who were black, from
the inner city or whose parents had not attended higl school,
half failed-to follow all the directions.

.

a
..

K0

B. Write thezproillT4en this line.

4

1

8 2

C. Draw a'lineoconnecting
2-and 7,

t 4

5

//

f

te95.

3
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The ability of older ages to follow directions was not much
better. Only two thirds of the people at ages 13 and 17 correctly
read a receipe for muffins; one third*could not tell hovT/ long the
muffins should be baked.. Three adults out of 20 had the same
difficulty.

Reference Materials
Do students know what type of publication or 'what part of a

book to refer to if they want information about such topics as
Eskimos or windmills? an students use a dictionary,' the, index
from a science text, th *able of contents from a weekly news
magazinp? How well can i\mericans read the program listings and
descriptrs.- in 74/ Guide? On some tinds of reference ques-
tions, American students did well; on others they'did not, but no
pattegh for the inconsistency could be discovered. -

For example, less than half the 9-yeai-olds knew that "the
BEST way to find out it there is something about Eskimos in a
hook" is to, look in the Slightly more than half would go
to an encyclopedia to lea n about windmills.; at age 13, 9 out of
10 would turn to the ency lopedia.

,..,,.
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Most 9-year-olds did fiat use dictionaries well, but 9 out of 10
at each of the other ages had no-difficulty; few at the three older
age levels had any trouble using a contents page of a weekly news

magazine, provided they understood the vocabulary. Reading

TV 'Guide created- more problems: five questions were MI
answered correctly by only 1 out of 10" at age 9, 3 out of 10 at
age 13, 5 out of 19 at age 17 and 6 out of 10 among adults.

Gleaning Significant Facts From Passages
Respondents were asked to search for details and important

factual information in various types of selections, most of which
were from one to three ,paragraphs long. The majority of the
passages were nonfiction; a few were fiction; other selections
varied from a short William Carlos Williams 'Poem to a fire pre-

y, vention poster. Most Americans seemed to gather the facts asked'
about in all the forms used except the poetry; even in the poetry,
a majority of threaders found the factual infamation.

Perhaps :the most interesting results in this area were con-
cerned with a story that takes place in a small apartment in
Brooklyn where,a boy, is contemplating running away .from
school. About 6 in 10 individualpitationally at each of the three
order age levels correctly indicated the city, month and day in
the story, but 7 in 10 13-year-olds in the inner city and in the big
city groups recalled those facts. ' Seventeen-year-olds in the big

city were also above the national levels for this exercise. Al-

though this is only one exerci e, i't supports evidence elsewhere in
the assessment: when inter sted, otherwise appdrently. dis-

-advantaged Americans perform b tter than usual.

Main Ideas and Organizatioq
Identifying the main idea of a passage or discovering its

organization requires a higher level of comprehension than
merely graspiAg' important facts. Typically, about half the chil-
dren at ages 9 and 13 were successful with this skill, while 7in10
17-year-olds were. Generally speaking, school-age Americans
found this to be among the most difficult skills in reading.
Adults found it somewhat easier ar the children did; three
fourths typically were stocessful.

a
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Iiihen the three' older age levels were asked to indicate the
organization of a narrative sequence involving pictures and not
words, however, fewer people fOund it..difecult at all. More than
four Rout of five at each age indicated the correct sequence forth
following cartoon strip. -

Below are the four sketches of a cartoon. Put these in:the.right
order so that they make sense. Place a number (1,2,1, pi' 4) in
the box beside each sketch to indicate the sketch that shpitld
come first, the sketcti'that should come secund, andso on;{

131

Cartoon/by Henry Syvers.on*

CD I don't know. & 4

*Reprinted with permission from THE,.4,4.T(HliikY
ING POST, No. 5, ©March 9, 1968, p. ;60, The CurC'tis

e.Publishing Company.



Groups that ordinarily read less well 'thri the hational levels
aid well on this exercise. Although still below the national level,
their success on exercises of this typt might well have important '
implications for teacher% of reading skills: wards themselves

might be a cause of reading difficulty for same disadvantaged
readers; either concentration on words or finding ways mpor.-

arily to avoid words might well aid some,poor readers. ,

Drawing Inferences
t Drawing inferences requires an' individual to derive a con-
clusion not explicitly stated in the palsage abut which logically
follows from the organization of the passage and the information,

it contains. In some cases, readers must draw an their own
.(periences in addition to information and implications provided

in the selections. The results indicated that many students and
adults dq not draw inferences very well from,difficult selections,
but they cap 4rlyt.infererites-abetit-werinilidriings and-Tan-al-As
in passages that are not too complex; From 5 to 8 individuals

Out,of 10 typically drew the proper inference from their reading
of assessment exercises. For instance, on the following relatively
easy exercise, 6 out of 10 9-year-olOs and 8" out of 10 13-year-

.c? olds correctly inferred the date when the action probably took
place.

Christmas was only a few days away. The wind was strong andi
cold. The walks were covered with snow. The downtown
streets were crowded with people. Their faces were hidden by
many packages as they went in one stop afteypother. They
all tried to move,faster as they looked at the clock.

When did the story probably' happen?

Cr November 28 0:=%, Dec ember 25

CD December I O Decembei 28

411111), December 21 (=:, I don't know.

af,99
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On te6e more difficult passage that followshowever, consider-
ably fewer individuals successfully answered the questions, less
that). half ,,at each age and in some cases far less than half.

Until about thirty years ago, the village. of Nayon seems to
have been a self-sufficient agricultural community with a
mixture of native and sixteenth century Spanish customs.
Lands were abandoned when too badly eroded. The balance
between population and resources allowed a minimum subsis-
tence. A few traders exchanged goods betweenQuito an *the
villages in the tropical barrancas, 'all within a ,radius of ten
miles. Houses had dirt floors, thatched roofs, and pole walls
that were sometimes plastered with mud. Guinea pigs ran
freely about each house and were the main meat source. Most
of the population spoke no Spanish Men wore longhair and
concerned themselves chiefly with farming.

The- cOrnplytion of the Guayaquil -Quito railway in 1908
brought, the first real contacts with industrial civilization to
the high inter-Andean valley. From this event gradually flowed
not only technological changes, but new ideas and social
institutions. Feudal social relationships no longer seemed right
and immutable; medicine and public health improved; elemen-,
tary education became more common; urban Quito began to
expand; and finallyand perhaps least 'important So far
modern industries began to appear, although even now on a
most modest scale.

ff
In 1948-49, the date of our visit, only two men wore their
hair long; and only two old-style houses remained. If guinea
pigs-were kept, they were penned; their flesh was now a luxury
food, and beef the most common meat. Houses were of adobe
or fired brick, usually with tile roofs, and often.contained five
or six rooms, some of whiCh had plank or brick floors. Most of
the population spoke Spanish. There was no resident priest,
but an...appointed government official and a policeman
represented authority, A six-teacher school provided educa-
tion. Clothing-was becoming citified; for men it often included
overalls for work and a tailored suite, white shirt, necktie, and
felt hat for trips to Quito. Attendance at church was low and
many festivals had, been abandoned. Volleyball or soccer was
played weekly in the plaza by young men who sometimes
wore shorts, blazers, and berets. There were few shops, for
most purchases were made in Quito, and from there came
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most of the food, so that therie was a far more varied cliet than
twenty-five years ago. There were' piped water and sporadic
health services; in addition,, most families patronized Quito
doctors in emergencies.

The crops and their uses had undergone change. Maize, or
Indian corn, was still the primary drop, but very little was
harvested as gr0. Almost all was sold in Quito': s green corn
to eat boiled on the cob, and a considerable amount of the
corn .eaten as grain in Nayon was imported. Beans, which do
poorly here, were grown on a small scale for, household
consumption. Though some, squash was eaten, most was
exported. Sweet potatoes, tomatoes, cabbage, onions, peppers
and, at lower elevations, sweet yucca and arrowroot were
grown extensively for export; indeed, so export-minded was
the community that it was almost impdsible to buy sally
grown produce in 1l village, Peopleimsuldn4-be--botheretWith-

-.1 -retaits-alds7

*Ralph L. Beals, "The Village in an Industrial World,"
Scientific Monthly, 77, No. 2, August 1953, pp. 67-73.
Reprinted by permission of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science.

"4. t
;Why was there primi-
tiveness and self-contain-
ment in Nayon before
1910?

O Social mores

0, Cultural traditiol

cp Biological in9tincts

Geographical factor

C? Religious regula-
tions

CD I don't know.

By .1948 the .village of
Nayon was

a self-sufficient
village.

out of 'touch with
the outsicle.world.

a small dependent',
portion of a larger
economic unit.

<D, a rapidly growing
and, sound social an
cultural urtit.

CD I don't know.

loot
'10
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Critical Reading

Why was ayon originally
separated from its neigh-
b ors?

1/4.

C) Rich arable land;

CD Long meandering
-treams

Cm Artificial political
barriers

C5 Broad sec tches of
arid desert

al; Deep rugged gorges
traversed by rock
trails

CD I don't know:

I I_

O

. Critical reading requires the highest levels of skills in the
reading assessment: analysis arid reasoning. In addition, the t
reader must form an opinion about a passage. Overall, critical
teiding represents a deep interacti9n between author and reader,
possibly leading to an understanding that is greater than the
contribution of either. 6enerally speaking, abilities in this area
increased with age, as one might expect, and otherwise folloited
the patterns discussed at tqi%eginning of this section: In other
words, ability to read critically seems closely cormted with
general reading ability.
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Lit nature
How well do people understand imag-
inative language? in whaiways and how

s peos le respond to works of-
literature? How familiar are peo
major characters and works of Western
literature? What do people read and
how do they feel about reading?

These four questions seem central
to the problem of determining what

young Americans know in tht area of literature. For the-
purposes of reporting the hundreds of responses made at the four

age levels in the literature assessment, each question served as a

0"theme" around which the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) organized its information. Obvibusly, definitive
answers cannot be drawn from a single assessment, but, briefly,

the results of the assessment may be summarized:

1. How well do people understand imaginative language? In

genera1,4people at all four age levels did well on exercises con-
cerned )ith comprehension of metaphor and on exercises con-
cerning ability to -follow the rhythm or logic of a poem. The
worst performances dame on inference exercises, which asked
people to explain why they made certain inferences about a

work. Seventeen-year-olds seemed most successful with adults

only slightly behind.
cx
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2. In what ways and how well do people respond to works of
literature? When discussing more or less freely how they
felt about a work, people responded in a variety of ways,"as
might be expected, although the younger ages tended More
often to concern themselves with personal involvement Of
evaluation, and the older ages tended more often to tell what
the work meant to them; that 15, older respondents were
concerned with interpretation. Age seemed an impOrtant fa
for in how well people could explain their responses: adults
seemed to do best in this area, followed by 17-year-olds, whild
13-yearlds varied considerably depending on what they were
respondik to. They did pooiV on poetry, better on prose.,
Surprisingly, people did better at explaining their responses ill
writing than they did explaining.them orally.

3. How familiar are people with major characters and works of
Western literature? Again, age seemed an important factor in
that adults were rt-A)j.etessful_thah,t.he=younger-ages, hut-
other factors entered as well. Females did, best on subjects that
might be considered traditionally feminine, such as recogni-
tion of,Alice in Wonderland, while males were more familiar
with masculine figures and adventurous works. The sexes.
seemed to have about equal success in recognizing biblical
figures, however.

4. What do people read and how do they feel about reading?
From what they report, it would seem that most Americans
read, and most view reading as a valuable activity. The m st
popular works were novels or long stories, with)more than h If
of each .age level (7 out of 10 at age 17) reporting titles. 0 ry
slightly behind novels in popUlarity were biographies 'and
autobiograiihies.

Objectives

The four questions that pro\ided the "themes" around which
results were organized were implicit in the literature objectives.
The committees charged with determining goals appropriate to
the national educational effort in literature arrived at three major
goals, or objectives. They hoped that Americans would

-11P4
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1. read literature of excellence;
2. beco engaged in, find meanings in and evaluate works of

literat e; and

3. devel a continuing .int(xest and participation in literature,
and t literary experience.

For all objectives, levels of expectation were established for each
,

age level. Thus,. under "teacqterature of excellence," children at
age 9 were expected- to recognize children's "clasOcs" such as
mother-Goose o'r Winnie the Pooh, while 17-year-olds and adults
were expected to recognize typical, passages of Shakespeare and

major novelists and poets such as Conrad and Frost.

0
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Overall Results

Understanding Imaginative -Language
Overall, there was an ikcrease in, the percentages of people

dealing successfUlly with imaginative language from age,9 to 13
to 13, .with a slight drop in adult-performance. Among regions,
people in tile, Southeast typically had levels of achievement below
the national levels, and the Central regf2m- was consistently above:.
At age 13, the Northeast was at about the same level as the Cen-
tral region, and by the adult level the performances of the West, .00
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Ce'ntraf and Northeast were about the same. Tpe7 ollowini ex--
tiibit is representative of group performances fore Theme 1. It
shows the range t responses for each age level. The national
level is placed at zero, and 'the results for' each group are shown
as median points above or below the nation,

Group Median Differences on All Theme 1 Exercises

Variables Age 9
and Groups'

0 .Region

Age 13 Age 17 Adult

Southeast -4.1 -5:7 -5.0 -V.8
West -0.5 1.0 0.8 1

Central 3.4 1.9 1.7 1.2
Northeast . 0.5 1.8 1.1 1.2

Sex
Male -1:2 -1.8 -1.3 0.2
Female 1.1 1.8 1.3' -0.3

Color a
Black -13.7 -16.0 -1'5.8 -20.0
White . 2.2 2.8 2.2 2.7

Parental education
No high school -6.2 -11.7 ;10.1 -9.0
Some high school I., -4.4 -4.3 -7.0 -0.8
Graduated high schOol '0.3
.Post high school 5.2

0.2
7.1

-0.7
5.9

4.2
8.2

004

Size and type of community
Extreme inner city -14.1 -7.5
Extreme rural. ° -3.2 -4.1 -5.o
Small city 0.4 -0.2 -0.1
Medium city -0.8 0.8 -0.4
Suburban fringe 2.7 1.7 0.5
Rest of big city -0.6 -1.1 -0.4
Extreme affluentsuburb 7.1 5.6 .3

Size of community
Big city -2.6 -1.1 -1.3 1

Urban fringe 3.8 2.8 2.5 0.8
Medium size city a -0.3 . 0.3 -0.3 1.6
Smaller place's- . -0.5 -1.2 -1.1 0,1

406
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People generally had least diffibultY with ntetaphor or rhythm.
For example ail fcsi.,age levels were given a stanza by Emily
Dickinson and were asked about the central metaphor.

a
Hope is a thing 'with feathers
That perches in the soul,
And sings the tune without words,
And never stops at all.*

*Emily Dickinson, "Hope is a
Thing With Feathers," The Com7
plete Poems of Emily Dickinson,
ed. Thomas H. Johnson (Boston:
Little, Brown & Clampiany,

-,1960), p. 116. Reprinted by
permission of the publisher.

The questicin re4d: "Hole is made to be like (a) a bird, (b) the
soul, (c) an Indian dr (d) I dop't know," Nationally, about half
the 9-year-olds correctly selected "a bird"; almost 9 out of 10.
17-year-olds made the correct choice While 3 out of 4 adults did.

The type of eicerCise that people generally did least well on
concerned iving reasons for the inferences thby drew after read-
ing a work. For instance, people at ages 17 and adult were given
the following:

- .

Here is a poem about which you are going to be asked two
questions. I will read the poem aloud as you read it to
yourself. When we have .read the poem .carefully, I will read
you the first question and you are to fill in the oval beside the
answer you think best. Then I will read the second question to

N yap and you are' to write your answer in the answer space.

Sport*

Hunters, hunters
Follow the -chase.
I saw the Fox's eyes,
Not in his face
But on it, big with fright
Haste, hunters, haste!

7
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Sag, hunters, say
Is it a nibble sport?
As rats that bite, 0

Babies in crAdles, so
_ Such rats and men

Take heir defight.

*W.H. Davies, "Sport." Copyright 1963 by Jonathan Cape
Limited. Repainted fforn The' Complete Poems of W.g. Davie;
by permission of Wesleyan University Press,-p. 403.

A. Which of the following do you
think the.poet is really doing? Age)17 Adult

AD He is being aIngry at hunters.' 504 56%

CD He is cheering hunters
on,.

,

6

O He is feeling sorry for
-

animals. 20 14

O He is just describing hunters
-("-.and animals. 21 2Q

CD I doti3k know. 3 3

No response +t

B. What are Our reasons for choos-
ing your answevto questisn A?

?Plus equals .rounded percents less ,than one.

- g.
While half of the.people recognized anger as4the major emo-

tion conveyed by the poet, only 1 out of 10 was able to.e4lain
his/her choicelwith2 what English teachers judged.to be a well-
written essay. Another 3 oat of 10 were'able tb adequately
plain thtir choice, but 6'of,10.wrote less than adequate responses.

In gene" ral, imaginative language seems to create prohlems for
readers. People vho create art out of words demand more of
language than most people do; they attend more carefully to \

c
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sounds and liythms; they play with meanings a double mean-

ings, flirt ith ambiguity, honor suggestivenes as 'highly4.as

specificity. 'reader who does not understand th may, well miss

much that is, appening in a work. E,xpskting the work's language

to operate on y as language's in'Ordinary discourse,he will be
handicapped by a literalism that preempts both insight and
delight. Apparently, many.readers have this problem.

,.

Responding to Literature' -
v

PeOple respond in many, ways to the same work, but'when the
total thrust of their comMentsis considered, most people seem ,

Most concerned with discovering what a work means. At the
younger ages, this may involve simply retelling the work in the
respondent's "own worth.

For example, 13fyear-olds, 17-year-olds and adults were given
the poem, "The Closing of the Rodeo," and were asked to read
it to themselves as it was tieing read to the'm. '

The, Closing of the Rodeo*

The lariat snaps; the cowboy rolls
His pack, and mounts and rides away.
Back to the land the cowboy goes.

Plumes of smoke from the factory sway
In the setting sun. The curtain falls
A train in the darkness pulls away.

Goodbye, says the rain on the iron roofs.
Goodbye, say the barber poles.
Dariedrum the vanishing I orses' hooves.

*William Jay Smith, "The °sing of the
Rodeo," Celebration at ark (New York:
Farrar and Straess). Re rintectiby permis-
sion of the publisher.

After finishing the ipoem, people were asked a series of non-
specific questions (e.g., Is there anything you want to say about
this poem ?) in hopes of eliciting the most open responses possi-
ble. As ifieople talked, their remarks were recorded and later each

.1013.3-
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.statement was analyzed to discover in what way the person was
responding. At sortie tirne during the discussion of "The Closing
of the ROdeo," about half of the 1,3-year-olds made a stibiective
reflection or mentioned personal involvement; half attempted to
interpret the work Or some aspect.of the work; half evaluated the
work. Two out of five repeated some part of the work, and one
in five made ivemark describing or analyzing the form of the
work. At age 11, the responses were similar, while adults,tended
to discuss meaning more but the differences were not great. /

In addition, the three older .age levels were given a series of
works and asked to write a brief may about the work. Instead
of analyzing each statement, the essays were analyzed according
to the general thrust of the composition takert as a whole. When _

this was done, it was discovered that at age.17 and adult the
general thrust of people's remarks tended to be interpretivet,--
while.at age -1,3 essays tended to be divided between interpreta-
tion and retelling. Much of the retelling, however, might have
been an Attempt at arriving at the meaning of the work, particu-
larly if the person happened to be a literal reader. At no age
level did very lany people analyze the work's form or spend
much time in evaluation. The following table shows the distrilitt
tion of essays written about four works.

Percentage of Essays in Each Category
e

. Literary Work Age Category
4\. Q Level

I H III IV V VI

"Space Travellers"poem 13 9 3 29 9 33 11
"Half a Gift"story 13 112 21 4 55 6
"Snake Dance"story 17 9 1 56 5 25 4
"Into My Heart"poem 17 3 1 86 1 1 3
"Snake Dance"story Adult 8 1 69 2 16 1

"Into My Heart"poem Adult 9 1 81 1 3 2
S

I Engagement-Involvement
II = Perwptibn (discussion of form)

III = Interpretation

1:116

IV = Evaluation
V = Retelling

VI = Unclassifiable

e'
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To determine how well people could 'describe their re.-

sponses as a possible indication of the depth of the response
all th6 essays and oral responses were judged on a four-point
scale of quality: An adequate iespdnse had to use details from'
the work to support/an assertion about 't; a superior resporise
had to demonstrate insight, command f detail and sophistica-
tion. Ones -of 5 of the 9-year-olds reeeiv d adequate or better rat-
ing for their. responses to the story 1Sam, Bangs, and Moort?
shine," by Evaline Ness,.thit only 1 10 adequately described
their response to the doggerel If A ples Were Pears" and 1/of
20 were rated adequate or better f the poem "Space Tr 'WI-

, lers," by James' Britton; 3 of 20 of t e 13-year-olds could ex lain
their responses to qThe_Closing of t e Rodeb" adequately bet-

ter,ter, while almost 3 at of 10 17-y ar-olds and 4out of 10 dults
gave remarks that were scored at lest alley ate. 1

Representative of the responses at age 13 are the cominents of
e youth: "The free feeling, but I like the sentence, /the cur-

e tain fall,' and I really think it's true, because there is,sqmuch of
a division of the different lives that they give. . ..The cowboy, ,t
he rides on a horse, he's his own man, and he's not tied to-any-
body. He doesn't worry abo0 society and what will people think
if he does a certain,thing." 17-year-old responded: "It says the
closing of the rodeo, but I hink the author is thinking back when
cowboys were k,ing and t Its kind of how he wishes he could be
back there cause, of the ast verse, 'goodbye says the rain' and
'goodbye says the barber poles'.:. ." ,,,

In general, the perce tage of acceptable responses was greater
on,the written repons s than on the oral. One out of five of the -.\--
essays by 13-year-olds on a poem was aleast adequate, and one
of four about a story' was adequate or better. Students in the
inner city did poorly on the poem but performed as well as all
13-year-olds in their essays on the story "Half a Gift" by Robert
Zachs % sensitive portrait of an impoverished inner city family.
Their performance on this exercise would seem to support the
view that children become more involved in materials they can
relate to and that involvement can often compensate for defi-
ciencies in writing and reading skills.

o

o.
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Recognizing Literary Works and Oaracters:
ill ',general, there was a steady inci.e* from'dge to age in the

percentage of people who recoghized individual works and
characters. For instance, almost half -Oi" the 9-year-olds recog=
nized an illustration of the Mad Hatter'sltea 'party from Alice in 1
Wonderlatrd; 7 out of 10 at age 13 al `$ out of 1,0 at age 17
made the identification.

Shme figures, roWever, were not familiar;to many people at
any age. Only 1 pf,..5, adults and 17-year-oNs recognized the
illustration of, Don Quixote; at age,13, 1 in 10 recognized the
Don. On the other hand,' a good 'many figures seemed relatively
familiar especially for the older participants as show,n in the
following graph.

Alice in Wonderland

Don Quixote

Sherlock Holmes

. .

RECOGNITION OF LITERARY
WORKS AND CHARACTERS

Age Percent RecognPzing

9°
13
17 54%

13

17
A

78%
74141

i 3
17
A

,

21 %I
Mil

13
17
A

79%
7411V .

17
A

. 87 %I
74% j

.0



Above is a picture of two people who appear in another
story.

\il'hi§is a picture for what story?

Write your answer on the line provided.

Aft) 1(4444, tasoatse...,..s,.

Age 13 Agq, 17 Adult

AcceptAle respons 8%. 22%
Unacceptable resps 14

..,:;21.)
16 18

I don't know. 78 63 59

No.response i -,,,, 1 i.

,
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Groip reSuits varied more on some exercises in this area than
on others,'possibly indicating that the familiarity of characters
and works varies more from group to group than some of the
other factors investigated in the literature assessment. For
instance, in an exercise dealing with a parody of Longfellow's
"Village Blacksmith," both blacks and the Southeast region at
age 13 did as well as the rest of the nation. Again at age 13, chil-

i tiren in the, inner city performed as well chit ren generally in
correctly identifying the Mad Hatter's tea pact Although these
are smallrexamples, they may reflect changes in nglish curricula
over the last few years. Seventh and eighth graders today are
being exposed to materials that differ considerably frOm those
used only a feW years ego.

In general, people in the Central region `perfqrmed best at the
two loWer age levels: nine-year-olds in thi5 group were particu-
larly good at describing Paul Bunyan, a traditionally midwe4terh
folk hello. People in the Northeast tended to haye slightly higher
levels df success at the to older age levels than people in the
Central and Western regions. Regardless of age, people in the
Southeastern region typically did least well; however, relative to
their usual performance, people in the Southeast did well In
recognition of biblical figures at age 9 and v3 although still be-
low the levels of the nation as a whole. .

At each age, females did slightly better overall than males, but
the pattern was reversed on certain' exercises. Generally, the girls
did best .on subjects that might be considered' traditionally
feminine while boys were superior in more traditionally mascu-

line areas. Over all age levels, males performed better than fe-
males in exercises concerning masduline figures, such as Robin
Hood, Paul Bunyan, Daniel Boone, Samson and John Henry, and
were better at recognizing adventurous works such asqlloby Dick,
Treasarq Island and Gulliver's Travels. Females outperformed
males on poems, nursery thiymes and Works such as Chaflotte's
Web, Alice In,Wonderland and Winne the Pooh. :4S,elative to their
usual performance, blacks, and -people in the inner city did well in
recognizing herOic characters like Tom Sawyer, Achilles and John
Henry .but did quite- poorly on works such as Alice in Wonder-
lad The Wizardoof Oz or Charlotte's Web.

114 0
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The message for curriculum planners seems quite clear: if
material' is properly tailored to the" individual, results are much

improved. Once an improvement was effected, it might carry
over into areas where the group in question was traditionally dis-

advantaged.

Reading Habits
Almost all Americans reported that they read at least one type

of literature. In addition,''a majority of young Americans felt it
is important to read and to 'study literature. At age 13, slightly
more than 3 out of 4 students agree that it is important that-.
literature be taught in schoo , among older students and adults
the proportions were large 9 out of 10.

Among blacks, rea inA is not only seen as a valuable activity
(98% of black adults feel literature should be taught), but certiin
types of literature are read in greater proportions than are read

nationally. At age g, larger percentages of blacks reported read-
ing poetry; at age 13, considerably larger percentages of blacks
read poetry and drama; and. a> age 17, more blacks read bio-
graphies and drama.

In the area of attitudes, the <assessment asked questions con-
cerning:the value of teaching /literature and the value of reading
literature. A majority of people (about four out of five 17-year-
olds and- adults') reported that reading great literature had value
for them, and some three out of five explained satisfactorily what
the value was. They also Ife1t that literature should be taught
in every school.

When asked why it should be taught, most people responded
with utilitarian reasons. A 17-year-old put it succinctly! "We
need literature to go to college." A few, however, seemed in tune
with deeper responses to literature. One 17-year-old wrote:
"There is more lessons to be learned...like I read a great book
that had a little theme at'the end where.a man himself enjoyed
seeing others suffering and I found out about myself. And it you
read a book openly, you become critical of yourself like I did. I

said, 'Gee, am I really like that?' " Among those who reread
books, a majority reported that they did so for efilOyment.

Slightly more than half the teen-agers (144-0and 17-year-olds alike)

15
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reported titles of books-they.had reread, while almost tw out of
five adults reported such

The inventory part of the assessment, attempted to determine
the kinds of literature Americans read. Eight casegories were
presented, and the vast majority of respondents reported that
they read 'works in at least one. When asked to name titles of
works they had read, percentages remained high: 86% atage.,13,

'87% at age 17 and 76% among adults. The percentages giving
titles in each category are shown in the following.

Percent Giving Titles in Novel Categories

17).
Type of Book or Long Story 'Age 13, Age 17 Adult

. .

Adult young adult classics 11%
Representative titles named:
The Starlet Letter, Moll Flanders, Lord Jim

18% 14%

Adult popular fiction , . , 14% 56% % 56%
Representative titles named:
Herzog, Alack Boy, Lord Of the Rings

other adult fiedon . 3% 5% 8%
Representative titles named: \
tf, The Jury, Cand , !tondo

Young people's clasSics 11% 4% 3%
Representative titles named:,
Black Beauty, Winnie the Pooh, Alice in Wonderland

,_,

Young people's general
literature '25% 11% 2%
Representative titles named:

The Secret Staircase, Old Yeller, Johnny Tremain

Children's backs 15% -
2% 1%

Representative titles named:
Charlotte's Web,' Stewart Link., Little Toot

116
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Percent Giving Titles in Popular Reading

Type of Literature Age 13 Age 17 Adult

Long stories or novels 54% 69%
Representative titles named:
Moby Dick, The Hobbit, invisible Man

6 Biographies or autobiographies , 55%
Representative titles named:

. Lust for Life, JFK, Malcolm X

65%

S2% 48%

Short stories . 3.8% 36% 24%
Representative titles named:
"A Perfect Day for Bananafish," "The Killers"

C
Plays 22% 33% 17%

0 Representative-titles named: .
Hamlet, The Vass Menagerie, A Raisin in the Sun

Poems (epic or narrative) 21% 2.3 %.. 15%

Representative titles,named:
The Cremation of Sam McGee, The Ancient Mariner,

The Odyssey

Poetry 23% 24% 18%
Representative titles named:

"Jabberwocky," "Stripping by Woods on a Snowy Evening"

Essays 4% 15% 24%
Representative titles named:
Do It, Steal This Book

Literary History or Criticism 1% 5% 5%
Representative titles named:
Ernest Hemingway: The Early Years, Science Fiction:

What It's All About

Although larger proportions of blacks reported reading poetry
and drama, in general, smaller proportions of blacks reported
reading in each of the other categories. Among other groups,

o
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girls read more than boysparticularly fiction and poetry. Males,
however, indicate a greater interest hi nonfiction, especially bio-
graphy; among dad 4,11 males, larger proportions gave adequate .
reasons why literatiFe should be taught in school and suggested
values to be gained from reading great literature. Among region, G

clear-cut differences appeared only, at the adult level, indicating
4 that youths and children are intereste.l in reading in about the

same proportions throughout the nation. At the adult level,
however, more people read in the Northeast and West, fewer in
the Central and Southeast regions.

,7
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Music
Young Americans appear to.be highly
in4lved in American music; they
know less about European music and
very little, about technical, aspecE of
musjk Almost every young American,
seeks out opportunities to listen to
music regularly; most listen. to rock
music or country and western, 1

young adult out of 10 prefers art
music symphonic, operatic or other kinds. For a nation of so-
called spectators, America% are actively involved in music to an
amazing degree: 8 out of every 10 Americans enjoy singing, and

among adults, 9 out of every 20 actually singTreasonably well
that is, they maintain pitch and rhythm. At the younger ages, 1

individual out of every.5 belongs to a singing group of some kind.

In addition, about a quarter of the population play instruments;

2 out of 10 played for the assessment. Of those who performed,

two thirds played reasonably well.
vYoung Arnetficans are also highly conversant with American

music: they had no difficulty recognizing piano renditions of
indigenous American tunes like "This Land is Your Land" or
"When the Saints Go Marching In." They are less knowledgeable

about the technical or historical aspects of music: few knew that

two eighth notes equal one quarter note; and Renaissance,

Baroque and Classical music are simply part of an ill-defined pre-

Romantic period for most Americans.

(
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With Such ,interest in -music nationally, it-is gratifying to dis-
cover tnat,, music, ancr musical ability' seem accessible to all,
regardless of other factors: Those .groups that appear dis-
advantaged in so many educational areas were not as dis-
advantaged in music. For instance, southernes liken to ,more
music,' enjoy more kinds of music and sing more music. than
people M other regions. They were somewhat behind ,the nation °

in playing ,Instruinents and in POining instrumental groups.
Blacks,kwere much more favorably dLsposed toward music thane.
their White counterparts. Blacks listen to music more often tffan
whites, attend musical programs much more often and larger

. -
proportions of blacks participate in musical activities. Lirger
p "oportions of blacks than whites join vocal groups, although
f wer blacks play instruments. People from rural communities
t nded to join singing grciups more often than people from other
communities. -The other groups tended to fall into the patterns
fotind through other assessment areas, but usually the differences
were not so great. That is, girls seemed more interested and more

. involved 'in music than boys; people feom better educated or
wealthier families tended also to be more involved, particularly in
playing instruments.

The areas in the music assessment in which the usually dis-
, v advantaged groups were once again at a disadvantage were those

areas most closely connected with academic concerns: notation
and terminology, instrumental and vocal media, music history
and literature. In these areas, people ill the Northeast and
Central regions, whites, females and individuals from the affluent
suburb and highest parental education' group's were above
national achievement levels, while people in the Southeast, males,
121.0s and individuals from rural and inner city
were below the national achievement levels. It is almost as if
those areas of music taught by the schools were available only to

the eduicationally advantaged, while those areas picked up frorri
records, tapes, radio, television, at dances, in jam sessions retain
the fascination necessary for true involvement and enjoyment for
all. Fortunately for many people, knowledge of notational
systems or historical periods is not necessary for enjoyment:

'because music can be so many different things for so many
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different people, every American finds something in it for him-

self or herself.

Objectives

Music is, first of all, a personal; aesthetic experience in

terms of composition, production or response. To some people
it is the nimum of timbre and rhythm that OA a reason for
dancing; to others it is the intricate balance of harmonic,
structure iR polyphony.. To still others it is a pleasing melody or ,

a swelling Crescendo of sound or simply the idle notes plucked
off a banjo. One person may define music for himself in terms of
rhythm, another in terms of meledy or meter; another-May re-

.. spond to a given'range of pitch or to all these aspects of music:
It is not ea.!, to assess such an experience and certainly
not easy to set standards for it. For this reason, the music objec-
tives are concerned primarily with knowledge, skill, recogni-

tion and taste,
Four of the goals are relited to direct involvement in the musk

cal experience, either performing or listening. Thg other two are
concerned with attitude and knowledge, for althougl! these are
not aspects of music itself, they can e,nhance the appreciation of
music and lead to, further involvement. Thus the, committees
charged with discovering educational goals in music hbped Amer-

icans would:
ro

0

1. perform a piece of music;
2. read standard musical notation;
3. listen to music with understanding;
4. be knowledgeable about some musical instruments, some of

the terminology of music, methods of performance and forms,
some of the standard literature of music and some aspects of

the history of music;
5. knclw about the musical resources of the community and seek

musical experiences-by performing music; and
6. make judgments about music and value the personal worth of

music.

OS321
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Overall R suits , , ,

, , i_

The National iksesiment of Educational Progress (NAEP) orf-
ganized the information it gath$red about musical achievement

,into five. major areas: musical performancemusic notation andmusic
terminology-, instrumental and vocal 'media, music history and
literature and attitudes toward music. In the'area of performance,
NAEP attempted to find what people\perflor'med and how well
they performed; in the attitudes area, NAEP wanted to determine
how people felt about music. The other three areas concerned
skills typically taught in the classroom; the ability to use tradi-
VOnal notation and- other graphic representati6ns of music, the
ability to discriminate and label the instru ents and voices used
in the performance of music and the'. ability to recognize
importantsaspects of music history aritl iterature. Achievement
in these areas was thought to contribute toward a full partici-
pation in musical 'experience a primary goal of mpsic
education.

t Musical Performance
A relatively large number of Americans Were able to sing a

familiar song such as "America" and improvise rhythmic or
melodic patterns, while fewer could repeat unfamiliar musical
material or provide harrhony. Overall, females demonstrated
better performance abilities than did males. They were especiarn
better at singing. The pei-formance abilities of blacks were about
the same as for whites, although there were differences in' par-

t' lar categories. For instance, blacks were better at repeating
or improvising rhythms; %pile whites at ages 9 and 13 seemed
betty at singing familiar ,sOngs. At the, adult level, however,
blacks did as well as or better than whites in almost alltthe famil-
iar song, rhythm, melody and harmony tasks: People in the
affluent suburbs also did well'Asically while those in the inner
city performed) less well. The region of the country a person
lived in seemed to have little effect on perforrance ability; there
was little difference across the nation in achievement. The great-
est difference in performance abilities seemed-connected with the
educational level of the family: people from families with little

4122
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education performed exceptionally poorly; those from better ed-
ucated families performed quite well.

One of the discoveries of NAEP was the degree of interest in
singing among Americans. Almost every American either listens
regularly to singing or sings himself. To measure singing abilities,
several familiar songs were used,,,one of which was "America."
The following graphs show the proportions of Americans at each
age who could adequately sing "America" with and without
accompaniment. The bars representing overall quality show two
values: the entire bars represent the proportions of adequate sing-
ing; the shaded segments represent "good" responses 7 thosethat
maintained correct pitch and rhythm. As can be seen, main-
taining rhythm, while aging was easy for almost everyone;
maintaining pitch was more difficult, although it seemed easier
as people grew older.

Proportions Able to Sing "America" With Accompfiniment

100% acceptable ( ) good IIIII
4

age 9

III age 13

age 17

Rhythm

0

Quality

0
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Proportions Able to Sing "AmeriA'; Without Accompaniment.

100%
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adult;
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Rhythm Pitch Quality

Everyone had considerably greater difficulty when faced with
unfamiliar material. Fewer than 1 adult in 10 could repeat a
melody after hearing it only. twice; at age.9, the proportion was
2 out of 100. Surprisingly, people were slightly better at repelt-
ing harmony; but, as with the singing of familiar songs, rhythm
was the easiest feature of music to capture.

The following line was the rrlelody people were asked to re-
peat after listening to,,,it twice:

The rhythmic pattern was also played twice.

JJJ.7.1JJ61:11.
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c-
With both lines, respondents die not see the notation but were

asked to repeat the phrases from tnemory. The following graphs

show the proportions that could repeat the melody and those
that could repeat the rhythm.

Proportions Able to
Repeat a Melodic Pattern
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4
PropOrtions Able to

Repeat a Rhythmic Pattern
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_
1 Peopl7at I four age levels a\so reported if they played a

'musical inst ument; about a quarter of the pop tion said they

did. The a when the greatest nuMber played was 3; 7 of 20

,0.- at that-agesaid thgy played some fund of musical instrument.
The most popular type of (instruments were keyboard instru-

ments like the piano and organ; the in
text

most popular were folkt

instruments. These included gu,itar, ukulele, banjo, mandolin,
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lute and many others. They were rpost popular at age 17, and
more boys than girls acknowledged playing them. Among orches-
tral instruments, boys tended to play brass and percussion, while
girls more often played woodwinds and strings.The following graph
illustrates the relative popularity of the various types of musical
instruments among instrumentalists at each age. Since many
instrumentalists play more than one instrument, the graph re-
flects the fact: the bars for -each age add up,to more than 100%.

Popularity of Musical Instruments Among Instrumentalists
I)

1001

11111 ega 9
ao_ age 13,

E) age 17

eadults

00_

70_

CO_

00_

40

30

20

10

Hill L 100

Dram Woodwind Pomo:aloe String Keyboard Polk

While about a quarter of the population professed to play,
only.,) or 2 out of 10 played for the assessment. Many chose to
play easy pieces; about two thirds of those who performed at
each age gave an adequate performance. A larger proportion
agreed to sing for the assessment. Almost all chose very simple
selections about 1 in,4 of all 17-year-olds and 9 in 20 adults sang
reasonablIt

Music'Notation and Terminology
Most people have a very superficial knoviledge of notation and

terminology, Most people could discriminate4between simple

126 a
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terms like loud and soft, but they had difficulty with terms like
steps, ships, phrase, melody and harmony. Many could identify
such notation as clef signs, note names, sharps and flats: but few
knew that two eighth notes equal one quarter note. Many could

follow the general contour of a score, but few could detect
sjlecific deviations in what they heard from what they read.

a Most of the terminology exercises involved describing an ac-:
tual piece of music. For example, individuals were play music

with the second half markedly louder than the first and then
were' asked which element had changed: "The second half is
louder, softer, slower or exactly the same." This emrcise was one
of the few on which more than 9 out of 10 'ndividuals succeeded.

Similar exercises Were- used to measure knowledge of such
concepts. as rhythm, melody and harmony. Americans might be
able to define the concepts, but man y could not discriminate
among ..them in listening to music. The following graph shows"
the proportions that.could discriminate among these basic musi-
cal concepts.

100%
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00

Proportions Able to Discriminate Basic Musical Concepts
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40

30

20
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Rhythm He o41 Ilarcorly

People were also given scores to follow while listening to
music. In the easiest situation, they followed a single line
notation; 4 out of 10 people at thevupper,,Shree age levels fol-

,
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lowed the general contour of the line,°or actually read the music,
well enough to-indicate on the score where the music stopped
playing. At the most difficult level, they followed a 12-part
score from the beginning of Beethoven's Symphony No. 7.

About 1 person in 10 throughout the nation followed the score
well.enough to indicate Where the music stopped.

Instrumental and Vocal Media
The instrumental and vocal media area required discrimination

among performing media and also required recognition of the
instrument Or voice that produces a given timbre. In the aural
recognition tasks individuals heard a recording of short excerpts
and were asked to identify from the sound sometimes a single
instrument, sometimes the lead, the combination of instruments
or sometimes voice types. Most people did so with ease; children
apparently learn early the sounds and names of familiar instru-
ments. The following graphs show the proportions identifying
two solo instruments from sound alone.
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The majority of Americans also had little difficulty identifying
orchestral instruments from drawings or diagrams, and most
Americans also understood how the sounds of particylar instru-
ments are produced.

The only category that was difficult for most people con-
cerned voice: few people could identify voice types° soprano,
alto, tenor, bass from' their sound alone. Since few Americans
could name their own voice types either, the low levels of success
on exercises concerned with voice probably had moreto do with
the lack of familiarity with the terms themselves than with an
inability to discriminate between types.

O
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Music History andliterature
In measuring knowledge of music history and literature, the

assessment included not only traditional European art music but
also modern popular music, folk music, music of earlier periods
and electronic music. ,In general, people did not recognize
excerpts from compositions in the standard repertoire like
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony or Handel's "Hallelujah Chorus."
Moreover, it appears, that most individuals do not command
enough knowledge of music history to recogrtize periods of
European art music.

Nevertheless, individuals were generally able to recognize
style similarities and differences if they were not required to label
the style. In addition, many individuals were able to recognize
and label jazz styles. In fact, Americans seemed to know Ameri-
carcmuSic of all kinds jazz, blues, Sousa marches, traditional
songs better than they know European art music.

For instance, although as few as 5% (at age 13) recognized the
"Hallelujah Chorus" from Handel's Messiah,oat 4 age did the
proportions fall that low in identifying familiar American songs.
*The following graphs indicate the proportions at each age that
identified three traditional songs; and the proportions that iden-
tified particular jazz styles.
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Proportions Able to Iderltify Jazi Styles
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This exercise. wag, administered to groups, and the directions
were read aloud. Excerpts from the following selections were
played.

A. Julian Adder ly, "You Got It," Cannonball Adderly
Quartet

Earl Hines, composer and perform_ er, "My Monday
Date"

C. J. Dapogny, improvised boogie-woogie

D. Scott Joplin, "Maple Leaf Rag," J. Dapogny, pianist

E. Dave Brubeck, "Unisphere," the Dave BI'ubeck
Quartet

Listen to the record' igs of five jazz musical selections. As you
listen to each selection, fill in the Oval beside the jazz style of

'that _,selection. If you do not know the answer, fill in the oval
beside "I don't know."

. A. ',What is the jazz style of selection 1?

r":=> Ragtime

0 Boogie-woogie

0' Chicago School (early 1930s)

411. Modern

C, I don't know.

1.

a
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What is the jazz style of selection 2?

Ragtime

CD Biabgie-woogie

a Chicago school (early 193'0s)

(=> Modern

C5 I' don't know.
t

C. 'What is the jazz Ay1e of selection 3?

(=> Ragtipe
c. 01

411. Boogie-wcAgie

CD Chicago school (early 1930s)

C) Modern

CD I don't know.

D. What is the jazz style of selection 4?

Ragtime

cz) Boogie - boogie

C) Chicago school (early .1930s)

cD Modern

C) 1 don't know.

What is the jazz, style of selection 5?

CD Ragtime

CD Boogie-woogie

cp Chicago school (early 1930s)

Asp Modern

I don't know.

3

fr

O
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Attitudes 1

Almost all Americans strongly likemusic; many liketo play

instruments; many more would like to learn to' pray an instru-

ment. Almost all like to listen to music-and actively seek out

opportunities° to do so.
About. 3 of 10 individuals reported that they enjoyed singing

very much, while 5 of 10 more said they enjoyed singing at least

somewhat. Generally, individuals reported singing the same kinds'

of music they liked to listen to: rock music was the most

popular, with the younger ages; with adults, rock Was joined by
country/14 western, art and religious music. Folk music,
howevir, Was listed by many as a type they liked to sing, while
fever declared that ,they liked to listen to it. TI4e ftillowing
graphs illustrate the proportions at each age who liked to sing

and the proportions who actually belonged to a singing group.
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t

proportions of Individuals Who Play Instruments or
A Would Like to Learn to Play
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More people claimed they enjoyed playing an instrument than
admitted to playing when they were asked tb actually- perform.
About 4 of 10 a each 'Age also reported that though they did not

° play, they^would like to learn., Although most individuals pre-
ferred ingIng with a 'group, :instrumentalist's enjoyed playing
alont as ofter) as with a group. A with listening and singing,

o' most instruthentali;ts enjoyed playing popular music;but sortie
older indiViduals enjoyed playing art music. -

6,1,,tae\-
1:14
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Social Studies
The levels of achievenient among edu-
cationally disadvantaged groups were
often well below national levels in
social studies, particularly in such areas

ifI as attitudes toward the rights of others.
Generally, people from low-income
c,oninunities, people frdtth pooily edu-
cated families and people living in the
Southeast were less willing than people

from .other groups to defend freedom of the press, freedom of
religion, freedom of assembly and other freedoms guaranteed
by the First Amendment to the Constitution. Atilhe same time,
people from well-educated families, from affluent suburbs 41d
from the Northeast were more willing than Americans genergtiy
to defend or support these rights.

Other results of interect
1. More young people can name famous black Americans than

can name famous people from other minority groups. Ti4ir-

teen out of 20 17-year-olds and 15 of 20 adults named three

famous' blacks; no more than 1 of 20 named two famous
Oriental Americans.

y2. About half the 17-year-olcis and young adthts undbrstood the,
effects of big business on foreign nations, and half u_nderstood
the meaning of term 'monopoly.

3. One fourth of the 13-year-olds and 7 of 20 17-year-olds under -.o

stood a map and accompanying table.

35
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,t-

4. Seventeen of 29 17-year-olds thought teenagers 'should help
plan the course offerings in their schools; 12 of 20 adults and
13 of 20 13-year-olds thought sp.

5. Males consistently knew, more than females.; paradoxically,
females exhibite better knowledge - gathering skills.

6. Less than one h If of America's 17-year-olds and young adults
understood how to use all parts of a simple ballbt.

Objectives

Social studies is an area of the school curriculum that seeks to
, communicate about man in society. The area includes history,
political science, economics, geography, sociology, psychology,
anthropolOgy and philosophy 'as well as influences of literature,'
art; music, religion and science. In actual school classrooms,
however, the sybject matter is frequently restricted. In some
itistances, sociar studies classes integrate or combine two or more
subjects with or without an emphasis on contemporary problems;
but, often in grades 5 through12, social studies tends to be
simply a history, geography, Overnment or economics course
with materials adapted to the appropriate grade level.

a
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Given such wide range of subject matter and variety Of
teaching practices, the groups charged with compiling national
objectiVes for social studies correspondingly arrived at general
goals for education in the area. They hoped that young.

Amdicans would:.

1. have curiosity about human affairs,
2. use arialytic:scientifio procedures Ifectively,
3. be sensitive to creative-intuitive methods of explaining the

human condition, .

4., have knowledge relevant to the major ideas and concerns of
of social scientists and

5. have a reasoned commitment to the values that sustain a free
society.

Overall Results

To assess the degree to which young mericans were attaining
these goals, National Assessment meast red three major`areas of
achievement: the skills people need to deal with the broad field

t of social studies, the knowledgecovered .by four subjects within
the field and the attitudes people hold toward two goals of
studies in the field.

Skills
Skills were divided into two categories: the skills necessary to

obtain information and the skills necessary to irtterpret informa-
tion'. Some of the questions the assessment hoped to provide
fanswers for included: are young Americans able to raise ques-
tions and seek answers related to a variety of issues? can they
identify sources most suitable to solve a particular problem or to
find particular information, and can they use standard reference
sources and aids to locate inforniation? do they Use basic
problem-solving techniques of the social, sciencAs? can they
interpret maps, graphs and tables effectively? tare they able to
use nontraditional sources of information to draw conclusions?

Usually, more than half the individuals at each age possessed
the skill required to Perform the tasks asked for, and frequently 8
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a

or 9 out of 10 successfully completed a task. The single category
that gave the most trouble was reading maps, graphs and tables:
well over half the people did not possess these skills; and at age
13, almost three fourths of the individuals did not read the maps
or graphs well. Lower-income groups and people from lesS-
educated families tended to be more familiar with nontraditional
sources of information than they were with academic and literary
sources.

Seventeen-year-olds generally seemed to possess the most
polished skills, but adults and 13-year-olds usually were not far
behind.

Knowledge
Over all the ages, 17-year-olds seemed to possess the most

knowledge of social studies subjects, with adults only slightly
behind. Thirteen-year-olds were well behind the older ages, and
9-year-olds were well behind the 13-year-olds.

Age 9. Economics Although more than four of five 9-year,
olds had a rudimentary understanding of such concrete matters
as sales tax and cr 't buying, less than half understood more
theoretical issue like t e relationship betren prices and wale's.

Geography Anywhere from 40% to 80% of 9-year-olds
could locate major landmarks like rivers, lakes, cities and states,
especially if they were nearby; yet, only 1 9- year -old in 4 knew
that Columbus sailed west in search of new water routes to the
East.

History Four 9-year-olds out of 10 knew that England was
the country that had the greatest influence on the United States
and that. the American Revolution was fought for independence
from English rule.

Political Science Approximately three fourths of the 9-year-
olds knew that the judge is responsible for a fair trial.

Age 13. Economics Less than one fourth of the 13-year-olds
knew the purpose of the Common. Market. One of two knew
that the organization of industry in the U.S.S.R. is based on
government ownership and control.

History =Less than half of the 13-year-olds could answer
questions abotst the American Revolution. ,

v:8
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POltical .Science One third of the 13-year-olds knew that
the Suprerrie Co rt had the power to declare an -'ct of Congress
unconstitutio al, less than one of five knew that presidential
Candidates are nominated at national conventions.
Age 17. Economics One of two 17-year-olds knew the

meaning of the term monopoly or knew Ways in which big
lousiness can affect the internal affairs of foreign nations.

Geography . Less than one fifth of the 17-year-olds knew
some of the factors that determine whether a society has a low
birth anslodeath rate.

Political Science About one half the 17-yeirolds knew the
basis of the Supreme Court decision forbidding prayer in school;
three fourths knew the Supreme Court could declare..an act of
Congress unconstituti

AIL
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Attitudes,
Two areas of attitudes were measured: attitudes toward

individual rights guaranteed by )he First Amendment to the
Constitution and attitudes toward the worth of the individual.
In the tasks concerned with* measuring attitudes toward First
Amendment rights, individuals made value judgments about situa-
tions in which freedoms of speech, press, religion, petition and
assembly were involved. Since the tasks were geared to measure
attitudes and not knowledge about the rights, the questions
purposefully asked whether individuals shduld be allowed to.doc

. certain things, not whether in fact they can by law do them. The
questions centering on the worth of the individual dealt with
attitudes toward participation in school and community:sensi-tivity,to the needs and feelings orothers, respect for the views of
others and belief in the rule of law.

In general, 17-year-olds were slightly more likely than adults
to defend First Amendment right, but the two age levels were
similar in their attitudes toward the value of the individual; 13-
year -olds generally were less generous in their desire to grant
others rights or in their concerti about the feelings and well-being
of others. r

Attitudes about poverty and a commitment to do some-
thing about it were low t all ages. While most people could
give one reason why, p

14
le in, poor neighborhoods do hot

move, only 1 17- year -old in 4 gave three reasons; 2 adults and
13-year-olds out of 10 gave that many reasons. Four of 10
adults and 17-year-olds showed a commitment to removing
poverty' and suggested two ways to do so; at age 13, the figure
was 3 out of 10. .

About a third of the A.17-year-ds and adults and three
of five 13-year-olds denied or did not unreservedly support
the right of a newspaper to criticize eleCted public officials. Less
than half p? the older two age levels supported rights of the
individuaC to criticize: on the question, of picketing a 'rock
festival or a police station, 7 in 20 at age 17 and 8 in 20 adults
felt that people should be allowed to picket both; 6 in 20 at
both age levels felt people .should riot be allowed to picket
either bne. ....,

0.
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Group Res-tilts

Region
Throughout the social studies assessment, people from the

Southeast showed lower levels of achievement than people else-
where. School-age individuals from the West were- also below
national levels although not kliar below as southerners.
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Although ,fewer people in the Southeast generally possessed

social studies skills, the typical difference from national levels,
was not very great. At age 9, southerners had most difficulty in
interpreting information. Fewer southerners also possessed
knowledge of social studies subject matter; the difference again
was not great, but the disadvantage tended to incrbase with age.

1410t.A,
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Despite their general disadvantage, 9-year-olds in the Southeast
were better than 9:y0-olds elsewhere at identifying southern
geographical features. At age 13, southerners did better work on
history tasks than on .geography, although they were below

, national Ievels in both categories. Thirteen-year-olds were

-
particularly poor in knowledge of 'current affairs, including such
issues as evaluation of politicians, problernsf...1argeOes and
effects of highway construction.

School -age westerners also knew less about soci I studies than
Americans .generally; their disadvantage was than ,that4,, of

people in the Southeast. Among adults in the est, achievement
was slightly above the national level. At age 13, westerners did

most poorly on economics and geography. Western 13-year-olds
were above the 'national° level, however, in knowledge fif the
contributibns of American Indians to the nation's history and

culture; at age 17, more people in the West than elsewhere named
famous American Indian; and famous Spanish-speaking Ameri-
cans.

Fewer southerners than Americans generally held attitudes
thought necessary to a democratic society. The discrepancy was

*especially great among adults. Southerners. at all ages were
especially unwilling to grant others the rights guaranteed 'by the
First Amendment; they were more willing to consider personal
worth, =but they were especialky,unwilling to support the right of
an atheist to' hold public office. At ages 13 and 17, however,
more people in the Southeasrthan'elsewhere shovied concern for
public property and belief in the rule of law.

At ages 13 and 17, people in the Northeast did esOcially well
in support of'First Amendment rights ansLalso in support of the
religious freedom of elected officials. At age 17, however, people
in the Northeast were well below the national level in attitudes

ce concerning the citizen's responsibility to uphold the rule of law.

Sex
Males and females possessed about the same level of skills in

social studies, with girls having a slight edge during the school
years and men having the edge, afterward. At age 13, boys were
considerably less adept than girls in library skills such as using a

'? 112
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book index or a card g4alog. At age 17 and adult, males were
better at reading and inkpreting graphs, maps and tables. For
instance, on the following exercise, 9 out of 20 men read the ma_p

correctly; 5 out of 20 women did: , '

The table below gives the latitude and longitude of five places.

You may use the map on the opposite page to answer the
question belOw the table.

Place Latitude Longitude

A 2o N 65° W

B 46° S 171° E

C 42° N 83° At

D 48° N 14° E.1,

E 30° S - 310 E.

Which one of the five places' is located in or near the Pacific
Ocean?

0 A
B

C

0 D
O E'

O I don't know.

4
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When it came to knowledge of social studies subject matter,
hoWever, males were better at every age, assbown in the
following graph.
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At ages 13 and 17, boys were well above girls in knowledge of
geography. For instance, at age 17, almost twice as many males
as females answered the question posed in the following exercise.

The table below gives the latitude and longitude of five places
which area assumed to be at the same altitude. Use the
information given in the table to answer the question below it.

Place Latitude Longitude

A . 2 °N. 65 °W

B, 46 °S' 17'1 °E
4. . a

C 42 °N 83 °W

D 448 °N %
14 °E

4.

E 30° S 31 °E

Which orie of the five places probably has the WARMEST
climate?

410 A

O B

C)
CD D

O E

C..) I don't
know.

Age 13 Age 17 Adult
N1*.F* NI* N1 F N M F N

3% -3% 30% I1% -I I% 34% 8% -8% 22%

*M represents the male group; F, female; N, national.

144
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Females seemed generally to have slightly better attitudes than
males throughout the school years, but among adults, males'were
slightly better as can be seen in the following graph.
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At all ages, females seemed to have a greater commitment to
social participation and a strong positive self-image. Males, on the
other hand, had a stronger commitment, than females to First
Amendment rights such as freedom of religion, press and speech
and the right to picket.

Color
Blacks appeared to have serious problems in social studies.

They showed disadvantages in skills, knowledges and attitudes,
and generally the disadvantage increased with age, as illustrated
by the following graph.
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At age 9, although still below national levels, blacks, were
better acquainted with nonacademic sources of information, such
as television and newspapers, than they were with more academic
sources. They did least well at age 9 in geography. At age 17, ,
blacks were particularly poor in map and graph;reading skills and
in using reference materials. Seventeen-year-olds did their best
work in gathering information from nontraditional sources. For'
instance, black' 17-year-olds did as well as 7,-year-olds generally

in response to Diego Rivera's painting, Mo er and Child, which
shows a Mexican mother sitting on a mat in a bare room holding
her two children. Students were .asked to tell as much as they
could about the family.

Blacks seemed to possess greater knowledge than other Ameri-
cans about the contribution of blacks to the nation's history and
culture. At school ages, blacks knew more than whites about
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such contributions; on this question, blacks at age 17 were 31
percentage points above their typical performance levels.

At age 13, geography and political science seemed the most
difficult subjects foit, $lacks. At age.17 and adult, blacks were at
an.especial disadvantage in, knowledge of the use of a ballot and
knowledge of the:political process.

Attitudes of young'blacks generally were below those of other
young Americans; but at age 17, the attitudes werse, roughly the
same on such ideas as defending the right to picket a police
station (although the proportion of blacks that would 'allow
picketing a rock music festival was well below the national pro-
portion), allowing,the community to control who lives in it and
suggesting ways of removing poverty. Generally, the attitudeS of
blacks were closest') to attitudes held by otheii Americans in areas
Concerning personal worth, including commitment to open
housing, removing poverty and allowing teen-agers to plan their
own curricfLa; about 20% of ,black 17-year-olds felt that race
should not be a. factor in hiring for jobs.
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4 " .
Parent& Education

In all areas of. social studies; people whos arents had not
attended high school 'showed low levels of achgement, while
people from more-educated families showed higher levels. This

was true in terms of skills showni knowledge obtained and
attitudes held. The difference peme two extreme groups
was often large as illustrated bylthe following graph.

The implications for the nation, as well as the nation's schools,
are particularly distressing when the disparity in attitudes 'is:

' examined. At, each age, people from poorly educated families
wercconsiderably less willing to defend or support the rights and
freedoms protected by the First Amendment; among young
adults, in not a single exercise clid the 'attitudes reach even the
national level. Adults from welfeducated families, in contrast,
were considerably more Milling than Ame,ricans generally to de-
fend these rights.
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Size and Type Of CoVununity
People in two types of communities stood out in typical'

prrfortitances in: social studies; People in the low-income city
group had considerably more difficulty in every area of social
studies than did people in other types of communities, while`
people in the affluent suburb group showed somewhat gfeater
abilities. than Americans generally. People from lower-income
city neighborhoods showed a particularly_ large disadvantage in
skills at age 9; the disadvantage was less after more years of
schooling 'until adulthood when whatever skills that had been
acquired during the school years seemed to be lost. The graph
following, of relative skills, illustrates the typical range and
performance levels for people from each size and type of corn-
mbnity throughout the social studies assessment.
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At age 9, inner city childr n did unusually poorly on exercises
involving fimiliarity with inf rmation sources to whiCh the poor
generally do not have access: books, dictionaries, encyclopedias,
maps, globes. Among the exercises on which 9-year-olds in this
group performed best were three involving more populari1ed
information sources: radio, television,- newspapers. Ata`ge 13,
inner city children were particularly poor at reading and inter-

.- ."
preting graphs and. maps.

0,4,

At age 1.7 and adult; people in the inner city group were worst
informed about the political and electoral' processes. They had
particular difficulty in filling out a simple ballot and were not
well informed about how presidential candidates were nominated
or how to find information about a political candidate in order to
make an evaluation of him.

People in the affluent suburb group were much more likely to
hold attitudes thought beneficial to a democratic society than
people from other types of communities; they were particularly
strong in defending rights guaranteed by the First Amendment.
People from inner city and rural groups consistently held atti-
tudes below national levels; for the most part, people in these
two groups were less interested than people generally in de-
fending ,First Amendment rights.

141
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The Usefulness of
NationaWsessment o

The use of. National Assessment

(N EP) and data is grow-.

ing daily. Many professional organi-
zations in the measurement and edu-
cation fields have studied the pioneer-
ng work the project has done in the
objectives-referenced ,assessment area
and have emerged with endorsement
and suggested refinements. Curric-

ulum buijders and textbook publishers have examined the find-

ings with an eye toward curriculum reform. Departments of
education in the various states have been especially active in the
use of the National Asses*sment model, its data and its exercises.

NAEP has provided consulting services; technical assistance,
assessment materials and/or data to 28 states Oteregted in
cicveioping their own state education evaluation programs. The
services the project provides range from exploratory and planning
sessions with state education officials, governors and legislators to
providing special materials for state use.

In addition tosassistance to individual state education agencies,
Nationayssessment annually sponsors a series of workshops on
assessment methods which offer state officials an overview of the
techniques and materials of large-stale assessment pioneered by
NA-EP. The workshops also afford state officials the opportunity
to share experiences in this relatively new field.

GP
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To help states develop greater expertise, National Assessment
has assisted six states in forming a new organization the
National Council for the Advancement of Educational Assess-
ment which will explore mutual assessment problems on a
continuing basis. Charter members of the new. group include
representatives from California,. Florida, New Jersey, New York,.
Pennsylvania and Texas.

some states need no more than technical assistance with the
methods of large-scale assessment. Others find that the full range
of materials, data and services of the projects can be economically
adapted to fit their peeds.

Minnesota is an example of a state that found it beneficial to
adapt NAEP materials to its statewide evaluation and planning
needs.. In a study conducted in the spring of 1973, the state
aarninistered 100 reading exercises to 4,600 17-year-olds in the
state. Twenty-six of these were NAEP exercises. Comparisons
on these 26 exercises show that Minnesota.17-year-olds'are better
readers than thttir countsrparts in the rest of the country. These
results are only the beginning of a 10-year state assessment
program that will measure achievement of three age revels in '10.

learning areas. Materials used in these surveys will again include
NAEP exercises.
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Connecticut, following its first statewide assessment in read-
ing; was able to make direct comparisons between state and
national levels of .performance. Connecticut used this informa-
tion to plan more effective use of state edutation resources. One
outcome of that evaluation and planning effort was a new stress

on urban reading programs. Connecticut also used rational
Assessment.exeiTises in a statewide science assessment in the fall

of 1974.
The Maine Assessment of Educational Progress was conducted

with NAEP materials from ,several learning areas. Analysis of

reading results revealed that Franco-American students in Maine
performed considerably below other children of the same age.
Using the ,,p1AEP/MAEP data to substantiate this educational

.inequity, tie Maine Public Broadcasting Network applied for
Emergency School Aid Act. (ESAA) funds to support a series of
television programs designed to enrich the educational opportun-
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ities of Franco-American youngsters. They received a $250,000
grant to conduct such a program for two years.

Iowa used National Assessment objectives 'and exercises in
1971 and 1972 to assess a statewide sample of students in three
academic areas science, reading and literature. The Iowa
assessment Was designed to find out how well state education
objectives were being met. Iowa also uses NAEP materials in its

continuing assessment service to local school districts. The -state
helps local school officials tailor assessment methods todocal
program evaluation needs.

States that have employed the National Assessment model,
materials or data in their own educational evaluation programs
include:
Colorado Louisiana Ohio
Connecticut Maine Oregon
Hawaii Maryland Virginia
Illinois Massachusetts Wisconsin
Iowa Minnesota Wyoming

States that hle used the-A3roject's consulting services to
explore or start planning development bf evaluation programs
include:
Alabama
Arizona
California
Georgia
Florida

National Assessment data are receiving more attention from
"noneducational groups" also. The League of Women Voters is
deeply involved in the review of NAEP results as are such groups
as the Council of Great -City Schools, the American Bar
Association (through its Special Committee on Youth Education
for Citizenship), the Brookings Institution, Constitutional Rights
Foundation, the Ford Foundation, and business and industr

o representatives.
But,the potential benefits are yet to come. When seco and

subsequent rounds of assessment 'have been comple d and
analyzed, we will know for the first time whet er young

Idaho
Michigan
New Mexico
North Carolina

South Carolina
Texas
Virgin Islands
West Virginia
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Americans are improving their education in 10 basic learning
areas. Professional educators will be able to use the "change
data" in curriculum reform, instruction and methods revision and
planning, while meting the way for further studies of causation
and implications. For the first time in the hiltory of the United
States, we will have solid, information about educational progress
or decline. With that we can more confidently make the
decisions that guide the future of the educational experience
which America relies upon so heavily for an effective partici-
patory democracy.
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